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1995 NAL\ MEN'S SOCCER ALL-AMERICA TEAMS ANNOUNCED 
Tulsa, Okla. - Here are the 1995 NAIA Men's Soccer AU-America leams as selected by the NAIA Mcn•s Scccer All· 
America Sclcc:tioD Committee: 
.&me 
#Alfredo Estrada 
Greg VJDSOD. 
Jake Joy 
Jakob LorelliZOn 
'l)Tone Marshall 
OllwrRotb 
OrlaDdo Bucso 
#Diego Guitienez 
Jolm Locbbaum 
Helgar Sc:lmeidt 
#Ian Hindmar&b 
Mikko Iaitinen 
Junior Noel 
Ric:bie Sumner 
#Repeat sc1cction &om 1994 
~ 
Francisco Blanch 
Magnus Haglund 
Thomas Alldreasen 
Frwz Jean-Charles 
Norman Dotcb 
Garrett Kusch 
Lee Cbalmers 
Dave Elligott 
Milton Griffiths 
Jeff Kl1lSil'lall 
Dwayne Demm.in 
Jamie Fa.rjardo 
Brad Fhmagan 
Mattias Kod2om.a.n 
FIRST TEAM 
Mool 
Belbave.n MS 
Birmingham..SOuthern AL 
Midww:&tern State TX 
Lynn. FL. 
Lindsey W"tlsoa KY 
Bi.rminpam..SOuthera. AL 
Li.ad.sey W':dson KY 
Rockhurst MO 
Illinois-Springfield 
Bir.min&ham..SOutbern AL 
LynqPL 
Midwestern State TX 
MobileAL 
SimOD Fruer BC 
.lvL .a-
GK Sr. 
G.K Sr. 
F So. 
F Sr. 
F So. 
F Sr. 
MF Fr. 
MF Sr. 
MF Sr. 
MF Sr. 
B Sr. 
B Fr. 
B So. 
B So. 
SECOND TEAM 
SrJaopl 
.bL .cluJ! 
WhilmaDWA GK Jr. 
Tri·Statc IN GK Sr. 
Rockhurst MO F Fr. 
Bloomfield NJ F Sr. 
MobileAL F Jr. 
Simon Fraser BC F So. 
Mobile AI.. MF Sr. 
Simon Fraser BC MF Sr. 
W'.dliam Carey MS MF So. 
Rockburst MO MP Sr. 
BclhavcnMS B Jr. 
Lindsey W'dson KY B So. 
Midwestern State TX B Jr. 
Tri-State IN B So. 
llnwlvme 
El Paso, TX 
Bitmingbam, AL 
Plano. TX 
I..iDillgo, Sweden 
Plantatiou, Fl. 
Fraakfurt, Germany 
Hialeah, FL 
Overland Park, XS 
Spring6.cld, n. 
MaiDa, Germany 
New Castle, EugJand 
Rovudcmi, F'mlaud 
Alima, Trinidad 
Port Coquitlam, Brilisb. Columbia 
Hometqn 
Hausesca, Spain 
Halmstad, SWeden 
Farum, Denmark 
Spriug Valley, NY 
Buena VJSta, Panama 
Richmond, British Columbia 
Johannesburg, South Africa 
N. Vancouver, British Columbia 
Mootcgo Bay, Jamaica 
Olathe, KS 
Arima, Trinidad 
Miami, Fl. 
Da.Das, TX 
Vasteras., Sweden 
-Third team and honorable mention teams to foUow-
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1995 NAIA Men's Soccer All·Amcricans 
Page 2 of3 
TlliiU) TEAM 
.BIHg SAA9gl 
.lJlL .fJMI Hometan 
.Eric Hufnagle Green Mountain VI' OK It. North Conway, vr 
Jtm Jonsson Flagler FL. GK Sr. Reykia\'k, IcelaDd 
Paul Bolin Preano Pacific CA F St. Fresno, CA 
Todd Emblem Westmont CA F Jr. La Jolla, CA 
Kerwin Jolmson Incamate Word TX F Sr. San Antonio, TX 
James Walker TifJin OH F Sr. Birmingham, BnglaJid 
Ms.rtin Bodkin Lindsey Wilson KY MF So. ConYcntry, Eagland 
Larry Ca.inion BerryOA MF Sr. Powder Spriop, GA 
JonMough Westmar IA MF Sr. League City, TX 
Sbayon Jalaycr Amsa Pac:ific CA. MF So. VJ.CDDa, VA 
Cuneyt Baruteu DliDois-SpriDgficld B Sr. Ista.abul, Turkey 
Jose Degadillo Fresno Pacific CA B Jr. Fresno, CA 
Sean Norwood Azusa Pacific CA. B Sr. Chico HiU.s, CA 
AD.sumana Sirlcaf Liadscy Wdson KY B Fr. Monrovia, Liberia 
HONORABLE MENTION 
.&a .adaiHPl .l.lL .a. B~ 
Greg Allen Baker KS GK So. Wldlir.a, KS 
Francisc:o AJ.wrez Fresno Pac:iJic CA GK Fr. Fresno, CA 
Toby Bobl Taylor IN GK Sr. Lcba.Don, OH 
Kevin Casperson Dordl: IA GK Sr. Eacondido, CA. 
Dave ClaiDg MaiJlc..Presque Isle GK Sr. Newport, MB 
•Corey Dugan Benedictine lCS GK 
Phillip Puller St. Eclward's TX GK Sr. Katy, TX 
Shawn Loth Chri.st.iaD Brothers TN GK So. Memphis, TN 
Jason Palmer Seattle WA GK So. Sean.le, WA 
Chad Sackett Wc:strninster UT OK Pr. Ka)'IMJle, vr 
Bran.doo. Stephenson friends KS GK Fr. Goddard, ICS 
Marcus Torres Lee TN GK Jr. R.ichardso.a, TX 
Dale Anthony Friends ICS F Jr. Derby, KS 
Akim A.ntwi Houghton NY F So. Accra, Ghana 
John Ber.dek Beaediame KS F Sr. l..akcwood, co 
Georae Chalev Westmar IA F Jr. Sofia. Bulgaria 
Jabma Charles Thomas ME F Fr. Warwick, Bermuda 
Tomas Bngstrom. Pacific Lutheru WA F So. Vasteras., Sweden 
Andreas Haason Green MoUDtain VI' F Fr. Mo1nlycke, Sweden 
Phillipe Hi:rldwn William Carey MS F So. Perth, Scotland 
Rob Jones Cornerstone MI F So. F'fuu, Ml 
Ceasar Jube Hawaii Padtic F Fr. Golaaia. Brazil 
Ban l..eDsch Pacific OR F Sr. Ashland, OR 
Simon Lowey Rio Grande OH F Fr. Leyland, Eugland 
Phll Marcus .Kansas Newman. F Sr. Siparia, Trinidad 
Shawn Mansfield Westm.ar IA F Ir. Sioux City, lA 
Rayburn Moore BakcrKS F Fr. PaJ.esdne, TX 
Bryce Morrow East TeJaS Baptist F Fr. Katy, TX 
John Paul-Tracey FJagler F'L F So. Leicester, EDgla.od 
Neil Piper FrieDds KS F Sr. Wichita. KS 
Phillip Pooler Lindsey Wdson KY F Sr. Tampa. FL 
Damone Priestley BerryGA F Jr. Conyers, GA 
Rafat Qwnsieh Lee TN F Sr. Westbank, Israel 
Trevor Schuurmaa. Westmont CA F Sr. Oakbrook,IL 
-more. 
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Brandon Sban:non CmcnantGA F Sr. Colorado Spriugs, CO 
Doug Wol.vert Concordia OR F Sr. Vancouver, WA 
Vttgis Zuromsbs Sl Xavier D.. F Jr. Vasteras_ Sweden 
Tim Chestlley lncamatc Word TX MF Jr. San Antonio, TX 
MarkDyas Columbia MO MF Sr. Stoke on Trent. England 
Wade Flucky COilcordia NB MF Fr. Omaba,NE 
Jay Fog Thomas ME MF Sr. Gorham, ME 
Tomas Prodi.s Tri-state IN MF So. VastetU. Swedea 
•Adam Greenwood Dom.i.nic:aD. CA MF Nottingham, England 
Joe Hampson Pac:i1ic Lutheran WA MF Sr. Edmonds, WA 
Davi&Haulc .Flagler FL MF Fr. Middlesex, Enghmd 
Adam Hea&lewood HussoaME MF Jr. Ipswich, &glaad 
Ben Hook Westmont CA. MF So. DaDas, TX 
Solomon Kadme William Carey MS MF Sr. Stockholm, Sweden 
Anthony McSorley Bloom.lieJd NJ MF Sr. Kcamy,NJ 
Rob Monroe MaryND MF Jr. B.ismarck, ND 
Harry Nelson Ha.rris.stowe State MO MF So. StLouis, MO 
Timmy Ostrom Lambuth TN MF Sr. Boriog, OR 
LeDDie Quashie Conc:ordia OR MF So. St. Vm.cenr, Caribbean 
laD Reschke G:orge Fox OR MF Sr. RCDton, WA 
Matt Sarke1a Taylor 1N MF Sr. New Brighton, MN 
Peter Scb.um.erth Southern California College MF Jr. Yorba Linda, CA 
Bob Schwancr Houghton NY MF Sr. West Ser:aec:a, NY 
Michael Smelser Lee TN MF Jr. Kingsport, TN 
Darren Warham Lynn FL MF Fr. New Curle, England 
Brian W'Jlgeu.berg Dordt lA MF Sr. Eacondido, CA 
N'ddas Andersson Tri-State IN B Fr. Mobcda, Sweden 
Gus Bravo Ncma Southeastern FL B Sr. CoralS~ Fl.. 
PJ. Brown Azusa Pacific CA B So. Solana Beadl. CA 
Cary Brown WalshOH B Sr. Ci.1lc:iaDati, OH 
Rob Conners Berry GA B Sr. Roswell, OA 
Stewart Craig Embry Riddle FL B Pr. Derby, Englaad 
Andy Dickson Bloomfield NJ B Sr. Ireland 
Damon Goodard Lee TN B Jr. SpriDg, TX 
Tim Gosctti Westmar lA B Sr. Omaha,NE 
Tom Hardy Sea1tle WA B So. Seattle, WA 
Daany Holden Castleton State Vf B Sr. WalliDgford, cr 
Man Kinder 'Whi1vovrth WA B Sr. Spokane, WA 
Dave Long Maiae-FarmiDgton B Sr. Fairfield, ME 
Dan Ma.c:Kinnon Baker .KS B Jr. Topeka. KS 
Da\'C Maher Weatmat IA B Sr. Euless, TX 
John Marshall WestmarlA B Sr. Omaha, N1! 
Ja.soD Olliges Roc:khurst MO B Sr. St. Louis, MO 
Jim Osterholt Lindenwood MO B Jr. St. Louis, MO 
Toby PerkiD& Geneva PA B Jr. Piltsbu.rgb, PA 
Jason Siqueiros Columbia MO B Jr. :K.aDw City, MO 
Greg Sitton Westmont CA B Sr. Vasalia, CA 
Steve Sterhan George Pox OR B Sr. Milwaukie, OR 
Mark Vossen Friends KS B Fr. Wicb.ita,KS 
ADthoay Waugh Blue1ield VA B Fr. St. John, Jamaica 
•Manny Serckpcr Grand View lA 
* hlformation needed was not available from the region, c:oafereace or insitution at the time of release. 
-NAJA-
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Pacific Northwest Region 
Dec. 10, 1995 
For Immediate Release 
NAIAJ.\1EN'S SOCCER ALL-Al.\1ERICANS 
First team: 
Second team: 
Richie Sumner, Back, Simon Fraser 
Francisco Blanch, Goalkeeper, Whitman 
Garrett Kusch, Forward, Simon Fraser 
Dave Elligott, Midfield, Simon Fraser 
Honorable mention: Jason Palmer, Goalkeeper, Seattle University 
Tomas Engstrom, Forward, Pacific Lutheran 
Ean Lensch, Forward, Pacific University 
Doug Wolvert, Forward, Concordia (OR) 
Joe Hampson, Midfielder, Pacific Lutheran 
Lennie Quashie, Midfielder, Concordia (OR) 
Ian Reschke, Midfielder, George Fox 
Tom Hardy, Back, Seattle University 
Matt Kinder, Back, Whitworth 
Steve Sterhan, Back, George Fox 
NAIA WOJVIEN'S SOCCER ALL-Al.\1ERICANS 
Fn-sttean1: 
Second team: 
Kelley Poole, 1.-f.i.dfidder, Simon f7raser 
Laura Dopf, Back, Simon Fraser 
Jamie Barton,Forward, Willamette 
Megan Blaker, Midfielder, Simon Fraser 
Honorable mention: Robin Heard, Goalkeeper, Willamette 
Shonna Hall, Forward, Western Washington 
Camille Morgan, Forward, Evergreen State 
Jennifer Tissue, Forward, Whitworth 
Joy Cullen, Midfie lder, Whitworth 
Keely Hartsough, Midfielder, Seattle University 
Kassy Ell, Back, Willamette 
Darcy Neil, Back, Central Washington 
l'lrllll'i&'l 
!~ 
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Dave Girraid, RegioninformationDirector 
Eastern Oregon State College 
Phone (541) 962-3732 
Fax (541) 962-3577 
lrlf!S!ii. !~ 
1995 PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION MEN'S SOCCER ALL-STARS 
FlRST TEAM 
Goalkeepers-- Francisco Blanch, \iVhitrnan (Jr., Hauesca, Spain); Jason Palmer, Seattle University 
(Soph., Seattle, Wash.) 
Defenders-- Tom Hardy, Seattle University (So., Seattle, Wash.); Matt Kinder, Whitworth (Sr., Spo 
kane, Wash.; Steve Serhan, George Fox (Sr., Milwaukie, Ore.); Richie Sumner, Simon 
Fraser (Soph., Port Coquitlam, B.C.). 
Forwards-- Garrett Kusch, Simon Fraser (Soph., Richmond, B.C.); Ean Lensch, Pacific (Sr., Ashland, 
Ore.); Tomas Engstrom, Pacific Lutheran (Soph., Vateras, Sweden); Doug Wolvert, 
Concordia (Sr., Vancouver, Wash.). 
i\1idfielders --Dave Elligott, Simon Fraser (Sr., North Vancouver, B.C.); Joe Hampson, Pacific 
Lutheran (Sr., Edmonds, Wash.); Lennie Quashie, Concordia (Soph., St. Vincent, 
Carribean); Ian Reschke, George Fox (Sr., Renton, Wash.). 
SECOND TEAM 
Goalkeepers-- Andy Klubbered, Sr., Evergreen State; Nick Vorberg, Soph., Pacific. 
Defenders-- Ollie McCoy, Sr., Pacific; Chiuke Mhango, Jr., Western Baptist; A are V alvas, Sr., Pacific 
Lutheran; Dave Zumwalt, Soph., Evergreen State. 
Forw·ards --Jamie Bloomstine, Sr., Pacific Lutheran; George Czarnowski, Soph., Seattle University; 
Ben McDonald, Jr., Evergreen State; Mike Nadeau, Sr., George Fox. 
lVIidfielders -- Joon Kang, Sr., \iVhitworth; Steve Kindel, Fr., Simon Fraser; Casey Rein, Sr., Central 
Washington; Paul Willoughby, Jr., Concordia. 
HONORABLE :MENTION 
Goalkeepers-- Mike Patron, Soph., Western Baptist; Drew Smiley, Sr., Simon Fraser. 
Defenders-- Craig Dalrymple, Sr., Simon Fraser; Bryan Ketcham, Jr., Pacific Lutheran; Bret Olson, Jr., 
Concordia; Scott Rider, Jr., Albertson. 
Forw·ards --Jason Alexander, Sr., Puget Sound; Matt Blazek, Fr., Albertson; Aaron Lewis, Fr., Western 
Baptist; Mark Slater, Sr., Simon Fraser. 
j\ifidfielders --Nino Benedetti, Sr., Willamette; Jim Dempsey, Jr., Central Washington; Denis Hillius, 
Sr., Pacific Lutheran; Greg St. Germain, Soph., Simon Fraser. 
Goalkeeper 
Francisco Blanch 
Defenders 
Steve Sterhan 
Matt Kinder 
Ollie McCoy 
Mike Weatherbie 
Midfielders 
Ian Reschke 
Joon Kang 
Nino Bennedetti 
Joe Hampson 
Forwards 
Mike Nadeau 
Ean Lensch 
Zach Chown 
Jamie Bloomstine 
Jr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Sr. 
Jr. 
Sr. 
Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges 
1995 Men's Soccer First Team 
Whitman 
George Fox 
Whitworth 
Pacific 
Willamette 
George Fox 
Whitworth 
Willamette 
Pacific Lutheran 
George Fox 
Pacific 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Hauesca, Spain 
Milwaukie, Ore. 
Spokane, Wash. 
Grants Pass, Ore. 
Mukilteo, Wash. 
Renton, Wash. 
Tacoma, Wash. 
Portland, Ore. 
Edmonds, Wash. 
Portland, Ore. 
Ashland, Ore. 
Portland, Ore. 
Auburn, Wash. 
Player of the Year: Ean Lensch, Pacific University 
Coach of the Year: Steve Simmons, Whitworth College 
Honorable Mention 
Travis Pease 
Dylan Robertson 
Wade Fleming 
Rio Three Stars 
Matt Jenssen 
Steen Demskov 
Def. Jr. 
Def. Jr. 
Mid. Fr. 
Mid. Sr. 
Fwd. Jr. 
Fwd. Sr. 
Pacific 
Whitman 
George Fox 
Whitworth 
Willamette 
Pacific Lutheran 
Portland, Ore. 
Vancouver, Wash. 
Oregon City, Ore. 
Lake Stevens, Wash. 
Corvallis, Ore. 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
~ ' . " ' ' ~- ,_~--~ >-·",<-'}~ ·_.}?--:'. - ,>r-"c~,.--~'~'":""'-;.""-,·.;-,,:;;·~.;;~-,-
"'AI.JLIOI;;U. NSC!AtA1UMBR0 NAIA"'Men's Soecer"~Au~Am~ricans 
'}~j "'·_;_~~~:·:~'-'.:,~t 
S<JCH~l::!P}AY~~ pave been,J.!!lJlled All-Americans again~ 
-< ~- , '•.-,p, • < 
j,• <'' ' : );;\'~:)·, ':' ' ;J~ ~- ::',,,A ' '- -~--- '< 
Lindbergh HS, ~enton, Wash.) and defender Steve S~rhan 
:;~~t~:t',*!s~-~~;:c~:~ r:::I:·-,_ "": -r- ~-; ~-_: 
Milw:aW~iJil~,;,~[)rle!)1w~re named' A-1\:t\:Illel;i¥~~ by the National Soccer Coa.Ches Association 
~~;'''~~···· < ,;:; .: 
The NSCAA names an All-American tean1 at each level of 
Reschke was namecl, to. the (NAIA) All-American first team and Sterhan made the second 
• . ~:~~t"f~~iqs!~~\;,:'t!;;~'',~:'P ' . . . . , ;. ·· ~: · • · · . · 
TheteW<rt:!11li~PJ~y~rn"<>Ii/each tean:L~ Reschke;was one of;lilst four U;S.citizens on the· first 
.;·;~\~~~~P1r~~:,~~~i::::::~~::jday 
' . sinbe 1990. :l'"~*:J~1lJ~:;~~~\V 
"'?'';.'·,,-~ _ trf·4 _>·'''-$''-~:.; , ;-'0"--- ·-,~:·-:·<'-'e""'": ~- ',. 
Reschke was1the~~econd:::leading scoreril1 tlie~Northwest Conference witli 11 goals and also 
- . . :~~lt~-r~::\·"~'i ,., - , -. 
·collected~six,~sists.;;:i'Pespitean·jnjury-plagued.'season;Sterhan helped the.GFC defense hold its 
f;~;;" , ; '?'·"-~ ~~·~~(;'!'1";J:r· :~,. ·.······•· ·. .· . · .. ,;~;!.;.· . . . 
. ,Opp()nents to 1.01 g~ pefg~e. GFC shut'oti(iillie opponen~. 
0 ·';:"·t ~:,.;:r-~~~-~-:--:<~~-~,:· ·, ::~~~t:-,,~~¢<~±9 ~,~rr:~~-~?'fi:/¥:->·,_ ·r~,:~; ~i«'~ 
·· After being upsetin the conference tournament champion~hip game, George Fox's 25th-
ranked men's soccer'le!ilfi Jbded its season earlier than hoped. GFC was not selected for one of the 
-~~:~-l~(;;i' }c)<'~:, ,.,r:.'~' - · ,-' 
two Pacific NorthwestRegion Tournament at-large berths. The Northwest Conference of 
Independent Colleges regular season champion Bruins were passed over despite having the best 
record (16-5) and the highestregional (2nd) and national (25th) ranking among teams eligible for 
the at-large berths. -30-
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k, 
ti·"··.· 
B ,,'p 
B ·~ 
M 
M 
M 
F 
F 
F 
F 
2nd Team 
K 
B 
B 
B 
M 
M 
M 
Jon Jonsson** ··- ·. ·i\'il:t. 1>FI~gl~i · ':,rA~VIk, Iceland 
1 t~J Dcmi~tt:fpJ~~~n~\.,g ~,H~' 't~;§r10~t ~¥~~ 1":Qastlfi)~on St;~t' E :rtt:lWallingfc>rd~ cT 
James Osterholt · · Jr· ; · ... Undenwood · St Peters, MO 
Steve Staitlan ;,§.,;:·:~~';,,;.;, '~{§I'; '}~~x·)~:~'dJ<,~~PtQ~'Fox ~~ MiJWaur(ie, ·OR .. 
, ,;~d~f!lt:~~~~~!(f)~c:Jr!ilt~~~.J, · ·· ~ ·· · · · ·· · ~~1J:ct:n £·if,MerfdiSiiam, England 
· Soloman. f:<idaJ!e· .. · ... ·... , ,, .. q~~(.. .: l!R~~ .§'llfedei1, Jeff·t<lus·mar~ .. ~~.~~,~~r:~f!J 'orst:·v•.h .. ~ ~'~tlfati1EP1<S' ·:~~$~~~~~~m~~~;;S~and''' 
Oo~g .V{~Iv:.~".:~~Hl:o ·~t~~~~!~l~~it£9~9!&~ta{Q,f3) t::~··v2~rtland;OR 
3rdTearn . . . 
~ ~~~d~rict~:m' )f(,til:;; •• ~;~·~.!~~~~~f~~~~~?. ' ' ·~~:;~ 
B :.Branc:fon:Shannonki" t~"'~t~~~~'~iCovenant·•· ... r•\c~ 1'!'§()c)l~.rado Springs;co 
B ,.. GregSitton . sl'i.~[" ... YJ~pnt ~!!~~Qe.. 
M . Davis Haute Fr'~''"'l:.;\~,~·}f:lagl~i-'''. , ··LOOdon~ England 
M .Shayon Jalayeru,··. ~tSO,:r:¥J'/z,bAzusa,pacific Vrenria?VA 
M John Lochbaum . . Sr . Ul Springfield Sprio~ld. IL 
F Frantz Jean~harles' Sf ,,· ',' Bloomfield . Bloomfield. NJ . 
F Bryan Hill* ;,. 1~,so ,JJlQf ~e:w..England ,Tempe, AZ 
F Jake Joy · So Midwestern Plano, TX 
F GuyGuy Mpeye Sr' ~''Hus5on Bangor, ME 
F Rafat Qunsieh Sr , . Lee West Bank. Israel 
:; , ' ~."' 
·. :)t; ·. . . - . 
. ·r .... -: 
:. ':·:.;·•;<, ~{'"' "·h',;<,· ~:~ ··>·::·.<· " "'" 
.... ~·Ll;\··.. . . . ~ ~ . . , \. ·. ·;,:,~t - _- , " . ;~: .:+:; ;,t: ··. 
NorthwestRegton :fll'St feaiD:,ahd;the NSCAA N,AIAJ.tar~ 
, . ,, :.~~6~, ~as th~ >8eC6ria~~eading scorer ffi*~~ ~ortli\V~t~c;<} 
' ''" '~' •' '·., 
collected six assistS. 
After being upset in the conference tournament championship game, George Fox's 25th-
ranked men's soccer team ended its season earlier than hoped. GFC was not selected for one of the 
two Pacific Northwest Region Tournament at-large berths. The Northwest Conference of 
Independent Colleges regular season champion Bruins were passed over despite having the best 
record (16-5) and the highest regional (2nd) and national (25th) ranking among teams eligible for 
the at-large berths. -30-
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.C.~J\RfMq~TJVIcKE"'NA COLLEGE. 
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'''"' ''''""''" Oflioo • GoP<g< '" Collogo • 414 N. ""'"'" St. NowbNg, o'"''" 97132-2697 • so•s38-8383, '"· 2127 • '" 503/537-383<l O~C 
Jan. 26, 1996 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton @foxmail.gfc.edu 
GFC's Reschke Named adidas/ISAA Scholar-Athlete First Team All-American 
George Fox men's soccer midfielder Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) 
joins University of Portland fullback Khary Knowles as the only Oregon college players on the 
adidas Scholar-Athlete All-America teams. 
Selected by the Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America, Reschke is one of 10 on the 
first team and Knowles is one of 12 on the third team. Both were on the adidas/ISAA Far West 
Region Scholar-Athlete first team. 
The Scholar-Athlete teams include players from NAIA and NCAA schools. 
Reschke isn't the first George Fox first team adidas All-American Scholar-Athlete. Defender 
Dieter Muenstermann won the same award after the 1992 season. 
The award is the latest in a string for Reschke, who has a 3.4 grade point average in athletic 
training . 
Previously, he was named a first team All-American (NAIA) by the National Soccer Coaches 
Association of America (NSCAA) and Umbro. The NSCAA names an All-American team at each 
level of collegiate soccer. 
He also won 1995 NAIA honorable mention All-American honors, becoming the seventh 
NAIA All-American to come from George Fox College's men's soccer team since 1990. He was 
selected to the Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges first team, the NAIA all-Pacific 
Northwest Region first team and the NSCAA NAIA Far West Region first team. 
Reschke was the second-leading scorer in the Northwest Conference with 11 goals and also 
collected six assists . 
George Fox's 25th-ranked men's soccer team was the Northwest Conference of Independent 
Colleges regular season champion, finishing the season 16-5. 
-30-
1995 adidas® ISAA 
Scholar-Athlete All-America 
First Team 
Chris Fox 
Jan Hindmarsh 
Dan Huber 
Scott Lamphear 
Jacob Lorentzen 
tan Mcintyre 
Christian Penny 
Stuart Reid 
lan Reschke 
Thomas Ulbraten 
Eric Chervany 
Billy Gordon 
Sean Hartley 
Ben Hickey 
Second 
Frantz Jean-Charles 
Will Kohler 
John McCallion 
Edward Reichart 
Jeremy Sorzano 
Casey Sweeney 
Dustin Swinehart 
Paul Andrew 
Joe Burch 
Honorable 
Mark Dutkewych 
Bjorn Hansen 
Jeff Honeysett 
Issac Jones 
Khary Knowles 
Michael McDermott 
Dean Mills 
Aluede Okohere 
Kevin Quigley 
Paul Sorrentino 
Team 
Brown University 
Lynn University 
Colorado School of Mines 
Wisconsin-Madison 
Lynn University 
Hartwick College 
Lock Haven University 
Penn State University 
George Fox College 
West Virginia Wesleyan College 
St. Louis University . 
Rhodes College 
USC-Spartanburg 
St. John"s University 
Bloomfield University 
Harvard University 
Syracuse University 
University of Charleston 
Messiah College 
Butler University 
Miami (OH) University 
Mention 
Plymouth State College 
Bowling Green State University 
Lafayette College 
Northeastern University 
James Madison University 
Colorado College 
University of Portland 
University of Rhode Island 
University of Southern Indiana 
California Lutheran University 
St. Louis University 
Western Illinois University 
Dec. 6, 1995 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton @foxmail.gfc.edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Final overall: 16-5, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges (regular season): 10-2 
George Fox Men's Soccer Places Three Seniors on NSCAA All-Region Team 
The National Soccer Coaches Association of America has honored three George Fox men's 
soccer players on its 1995 NAIA Far West Region team. 
The three previously were selected to the Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges first 
team and to the NAIA all-Pacific Northwest Region teams. 
Midfielder Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) and defender Steve Sterhan 
(Sr., Milwaukie HS, Ore.) won regional NSCAA first team honors. Reschke was the second-leading 
scorer in the Northwest Conference with 11 goals and had six assists. Despite an injury-plagued 
season, Sterhan helped the GFC defense hold its opponents to 1.01 goals per game. GFC shut out 
nine opponents. George Fox and Westmont College, Calif., were the only two teams with two first-
team award winners. 
Forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland, Ore.) was named to the NSCAA 
regional second team. Nadeau had the third-most points in the Northwest Conference - tallying 10 
goals and four assists. 
After being upset in the conference tournament championship game, George Fox's 25th-
ranked men's soccer team was not selected for one of the two Pacific Northwest Region Tournament 
at-large berths. The Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges regular season champion Bruins 
were passed over despite having the best record (16-5) and the highest regional ·(2nd) and national 
(25th) ranking among teams eligible for the at-large berths. 
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Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton@ foxmail.gfc.edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Final overall: 16-5, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges (regular season): 10-2 
George Fox Men's Soccer Places Three Seniors on All-Region Team 
George Fox's men's soccer team put three seniors on the NAIA all-Pacific Northwest Region 
Team. 
The three previously were selected to the Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges first 
team and now are eligible for NAIA All-American awards. 
Midfielder Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) and defender Steve Sterhan 
(Sr., Milwaukie HS, Ore.) won regional first team honors. Reschke was the second-leading scorer 
in the Northwest Conference with 11 goals and had six assists. Despite an injury-plagued season, 
Sterhan helped the GFC defense to a 1.01 goals-allowed-per-game average. GFC shut out nine . 
opponents . 
Forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland, Ore.) was named to the regional 
second team. Nadeau had the third-most points in the Northwest Conference- tallying 10 goals and 
four assists. 
The Pacific Northwest Region includes the Northwest Conference, the Pacific Northwest 
Athletic Conference and the unofficial Cascade Conference. 
After being upset in the conference tournament championship game, George Fox's 25th-
ranked men's soccer team was not selected for one of the two Pacific Northwest Region Tournament 
at-large berths. The Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges regular season champion Bruins 
were passed over despite having the best record (16-5) and the highest regional (2nd) and national 
(25th) ranking among teams eligible for the at-large berths. 
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BRUIN SOCCER 
Final overall: 16-5, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges (regular season): 10-2 
25th-Ranked GFC Passed Over For Regional At-Large Berth, Again 
Following an all-too-familiar scenario, George Fox's 25th-ranked men's soccer team was not 
selected for one of the two Pacific Northwest Region Tournament at-large berths. The Northwest 
Conference of Independent Colleges champion Bruins were passed over despite having the best 
record (16-5) and the highest regional (2nd) and national ranking (25th) among teams eligible for 
the at-large berths. 
Automatic berths went to Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference {PNW AC) champion Simon 
Fraser University and Pacific Lutheran University - which upset GFC 2-1 in the championship game 
of the Northwest Conference tournament. 
The regional soccer committee awarded at-large berths to PNW AC runner-up Seattle 
University and The Evergreen State College. Evergreen (10-7-2) lost to George Fox 1-0 on Sept. 16 
and fell 5-0 in the first round of the PNW AC playoffs to Seattle University. 
Although GFC head coach Manfred Tschan had understood that other factors would be 
included in the decision making this year, the committee based its selections on the Longo power-
point rating system. 
George Fox protested the Longo system last year when its No. 9 nationally-ranked 15-3 team 
was passed over for a regional at-large berth in favor of a team it had beaten, Concordia College's 
unranked 7-11 squad. 
Conference Honors Four From George Fox 
George Fox's men's soccer team put three seniors on the Northwest Conference first team 
and had the only freshman award winner. 
Forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland, Ore.), midfielder Ian.Reschke (Sr., 
Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.), and defender Steve Sterhan (Sr., Milwaukie HS, Ore.) all won 
first team honors. Reschke was the second-leading scorer in the NCIC with 11 goals and had six 
assists. Nadeau had the third-most points - tallying 10 goals and four assists. Despite an injury-
plagued season, Sterhan helped the GFC defense to a 1.01 goals-allowed-per-game average. GFC 
shut out nine opponents. 
Wade Fleming (Fr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, Ore.) earned honorable mention. The 
skillful 5-foot-8, 120 pound midfielder was the only freshman or sophomore to earn an award. 
Fleming had one goal and four assists this season. He was a third-team 4A all-state selection at 
Lakeridge High. 
WHAT'S NOT BRUIN: 
George Fox's men' s soccer team turns in its uniforms Monday and awaits the 1996 season. 
The Bruins will lose four starting seniors . 
· -more-
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LAST WEEK: 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE MEN'S SOCCER TOURNAMENT 
George Fox College 3. Whitworth College 1 
Saturday (Nov. 4) in Newberg, 25th-ranked George Fox scored three times in three minutes 
following the ejection of a Whitworth defender and advanced to the championship game of the 
Northwest Conference playoffs. 
Matt Kinder was red-carded at the 24-minute mark for a handball in the penalty box. With 
coaches on both teams arguing that the wrong player was ejected, Whitworth was forced to play a man 
short. 
Midfielder Josh Turpen (Fr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) converted the penalty kick. 
Two minutes later, midfielder Erik Sorensen (So., Bothell HS, Wash.) finished after a flick 
by forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland). 
Seconds later, Nadeau beat the defenders to a long pass from forward Ian Reschke (Sr. 
Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) and one-touched in a 15-yard shot. 
With GFC beginning to rest its starters, Whitworth's Rich Wells found the back of the net at 62 
minutes. 
Scoring: 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
\\C 
GFC l.PLU2 
24 min. 
26 min. 
26 min. 
62 min. 
Turpen (penalty kick) GFC 1-0 
Sorensen (Nadeau) GFC 2-0 
Nadeau (Reschke) GFC 3-0 
Wells (Herbert) GFC 3-1 
No. 3 seed Pacific Lutheran University won the Northwest Conference of Independent 
Colleges men's soccer tournament with a 2-1 victory over NCIC regular season champion George 
Fox Sunday (Nov. 5). 
PLU won its second-straight NCIC tournament. George Fox is a first-year member of the 
NCIC. 
PLU wins an automatic berth to the Pacific Northwest Region playoffs Nov. 9 and 11, hosted 
by the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference champion. 
The Lutes scored a goal in each half to lead 2-0 with five minutes remaining. Midfielder 
Danny Hagedorn put PLU up 1-0 at 38 minutes and midfielder John Callaway scored the 
gamewinner at 85 minutes. 
, George Fox put pressure on the PLU defense late, drawing within one goal with two minutes 
remaining when forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland) fmished on a corner kick play. 
The Bruins had two goals disallowed in the final10 minutes; one on a handball call and the 
other on an offsides. 
PLU advanced to the championship game by downing No. 2 seed Pacific University on a 
penalty kick. 
Sc.oring: 
PLU 38 min. 
PLU 85 min. 
GFC 88 min. 
BRUIN BITS: 
Danny Hagedorn 
John Callaway 
Mike Nadeau 
(Jamie Bloomstine) 
(Tomas Engstrom) 
(Ian Reschke) 
PLU 1-0 
PLU 2-0 
PLU 2-1 
*** George Fox has an impressive streak of postseason play under head coach Manfred Tschan. 
Every season since 1990, the Bruins have advanced to the NAIA District 2, Cascade Conference or 
Northwest Conference championship game. 
-more-
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*** Typically starting seven underclassmen, it was an exceptionally young George Fox squad that 
captured the Northwest Conference regular season title this year. The Bruins graduated seven seniors 
from last season's NAIA ninth-ranked squad, including three All-Americans. 
*** GFC forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland, Ore.) finishes fourth in GFC career 
points. In soccer, two points are awarded for a goal and one point for an assist. Nadeau has 108 in 
his four seasons. Ahead of Nadeau on the GFC career points list are Dan LaVeine (301), Greg 
Pfleger (191), and Marc Waits (112). 
*** GFC got goals from 15 different players, believed to be a school record. 
*** An eight-year string held by GFC goal-scorers has ended. Between 1987 and 1994, a George 
Fox player led all NAIA West Coast scorers. Finding the back of the net often were Dan LaVeine: 
1987 (29 goals); 1988 (23 goals); 1989 (30 goals); 1990 (43 goals); and Greg Pfleger 1991 (22 
goals); 1992 (21 goals); 1993 (22 goals); 1994 (19 goals) . 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from seventh-year head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAJA 
District 2 and Area 1 Coach of the Year) 
On Whitworth: "It was a game where everything went our way in the first half. We were ready to play 
and we put pressure on them. When we scored three goals in three minutes it made it pretty hard for 
them to come back." 
On PLU: "We came to play one half; the second half. The second half looked like a championship 
game. It was too bad we were already down one goal. You obviously can't come to playoff games 
not ready to play." 
On at-large berth situation: "It's the second time in two years that the team left with the best record 
and ranking didn't get it. It's hard for the kids that it's happened twice. We beat almost everybody 
all year, but we had some bad luck in the championship. What we did all year didn' t matter, we just 
came up short in the Longo system . . It has nothing to do with how we do. It has everything to do 
with how our opponents do. (Because opponent records determine value of wins)" 
On season: "We did a lot better than anybody expected us to do. We had a lot of talented young 
players. We proved we could win with a young team." 
-more-
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1995 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
9-2 
9-8 
9-9 
9-14 
9-16 
9-22 
9-23 
9-28 
9-30 
10-6 
10-7 
10-13 
10-14 
10-19 
10-21 
10-27 
10-28 
11-2 
11-4 
Evergreen State Invitational: 
vs. Western Washington 
vs. Central Washington 
vs. Central Washington 
•Central Washington 
·Western Baptist 
Concordia 
Evergreen State 
Whitman 
Whitworth 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Willamette 
Linfield 
Whitworth 
Whitman 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Linfield 
Willamette 
Whitworth 
Pacific Lutheran 
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w 
L 
w 
w 
L 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
2-1 .,.--
2-1 -
0-1 -
1-0 -
3-2 --
0-4 -
1-0 -
2-0/ -
3-1 -
4-3 (0~ 
1-2 (OT) -= 
5-0 
4-0-
1-0 -
2-0 L_ 
1-2 (OT) <>=-
1-0 -
8-0 -
5-2 
3-1 - NCIC Semifinal 
1-2 - NCIC Championship 
GFC 1995 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Justin Rivard 
lan Reschke 
Phil Nelson· 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman· 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody · 
Nick Harmon 
Steve Sterhan 
Tommy Kolodge-
Ryan Gwaltney 
Erik Sorensen 
Greg Shaffer-
Aaron Jaramillo 
Mike Nadeau 
Others 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Jeff Gillespie 
Chris Wood 
TOTAL 
WIN 
1 6 
1 0 
GAMES 
21 
1 3 
21 
20 
21 
21 
14 
1 8 
1 3 
1 9 
1 8 
20 
21 
1 9 
21 
9 
14 
7 
21 
GAMES 
1 9 
0 
3 
21 
LOSS TIE 
5 0 
2 0 
GOALS GPG 
3 0.143 
1 0.077 
1 1 0.524 
5 0.250 
2 0.095 
1 0.048 
0 0.000 
1 0.056 
0 0.000 
4 0.211 
0 0.000 
1 0.050 
1 0.048 
3 0.158 
4 0.190 
2 0.222 
1 0 0.714 
1 0.143 
50 2.381 
GA GAPG 
20 1.034 
0 #DIV/0! 
2 0.857 
22 1.015 
PCT. 
0.762 
0.833 
ASSISTS APG 
0 0 .000 
0 0.000 
6 0.286 
3 0 .150 
7 0.333 
4 0.190 
2 0.143 
1 0.056 
0 0.000 
2 0.105 
0 0 .000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.053 
4 0.190 
1 0.111 
4 0.286 
1 0.143 
36 1. 714 
SAVES SVPG 
87 4 .579 
0 #DIV/0! 
9 3.000 
96 4.571 
11/5/95 
GF GA 
50 22 
37 1 0 
POINTS PPG 
6 0.286 
2 0.154 
28 1.333 
1 3 0.650 
1 1 0.524 
6 0.286 
2 0.143 
3 0.167 
0 0.000 
1 0 0 .526 
0 0.000 
2 0.100 
2 0.095 
7 0 .368 
1 2 0.571 
5 0.556 
24 1.714 
3 0.429 
136 6.476 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
1740 
0 
210 
1950 
7 
0 
2 
9 
Dec. 8, 1995 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton @foxmail.gfc.edu 
Two George Fox Seniors Named NAIA Men's Soccer All-Americans 
Midfielder Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) and defender Steve Sterhan 
(Sr., Milwaukie HS, Ore.) are the sixth and seventh NAJA All-Americans to come from George Fox 
College's men's soccer team since 1990. 
Both were named NAJA honorable mention All-Americans Friday (Dec. 8). 
The two previously were selected to the Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges first 
team, the NAJA all-Pacific Northwest Region first team and the National Soccer Coaches Association 
of America (NSCAA) NAJA Far West Region first team. 
Reschke was the second-leading scorer in the Northwest Conference with 11 goals and also 
collected six assists. Despite an injury-plagued season, Sterhan helped the GFC defense hold its 
opponents to 1.01 goals per game. GFC shut out nine opponents. 
After being upset in the conference tournament championship game, George Fox's 25th-
ranked men's soccer team was not selected for one of the two Pacific Northwest Region Tournament 
( 
at-large berths. The Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges regular season champion Bruins 
were passed over despite having the best record (16-5) and the highest regional (2nd) and national 
(25th) ranking among teams eligible for the at-large berths. 
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NORTHWEST CONFERENCE MEN'S SOCCER TOURNAMENT 
Nov. 4-5, 1995 
Hosted by George Fox College, Newberg, Ore. 
25th-ranked George Fox Faces PLU in Sunday Championship Match 
No. 1 seed George Fox College will play No. 3 seed Pacific Lutheran University Sunday 
(Nov. 5) at 1 p.m. in the men's soccer championship match of the NCIC playoffs. 
George Fox - the NCIC regular season champ - is 1-1 versus Pacific Lutheran this season, 
losing 2-1 in overtime in Tacoma and winning 1-0 in Newberg. 
PLU last year won the NCIC tournament. George Fox is a first year member of the NCIC. 
Winner of Sunday's game advances to the Pacific Northwest Region playoffs Nov. 9 and 11, 
hosted by the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference champion. 
SATURDAY'S SEMIFINAL RESULTS 
George Fox College 3. Whitworth College I 
NEWBERG-25th-ranked George Fox scored three times in three minutes following the ejection of a 
Whitworth defender and advanced to the championship game of the Northwest Conference playoffs. 
Defender Matt Kinder was red-carded at the 24-minute mark for a handball in the penalty 
box. With coaches on both teams arguing that the wrong player was ejected, Whitworth was forced to 
play a man short. 
Midfielder Josh Turpen (Fr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) converted the penalty kick. 
Two minutes later, midfielder Erik Sorensen (So., Bothell HS, Wash.) finished after a flick by 
forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland). 
Seconds later, Nadeau beat the defenders to a long pass from forward Ian Reschke (Sr. 
Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) and one-touched in a 15-yard shot. 
With GFC beginning to rest its starters, Whitworth's Rich Wells found the back of the net at 62 
minutes. 
Scoring: 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
\\C 
Records: 
24 min. 
26 min. 
26 min. 
62 min. 
GFC: 16-4 
WC: 9-8-1 
Turpen (penalty kick) GFC 1-0 
Sorensen (Nadeau) GFC 2-0 
Nadeau (Reschke) GFC 3-0 
Wells (Herbert) GFC 3-1 
Pacific Lutheran University 1, Pacific University 0 
NEWBERG-No. 3 seed Pacific Lutheran University upset No. 2 seed Pacific University 1-0 in the 
semifinals of the NCIC playoffs Saturday (Nov. 4) to secure its spot in Sunday's championship 
game. 
The lone goal of the game was a penalty kick taken in the second half by PLU midfielder 
Denis Hillius. The kick came as the result of a foul inside the box by Pacific defender Oliver McCoy. 
The Lutes outshot Pacific 18-5 for the day. The shutout was the fourth of the season for 
PLU's defense. 
Scoring: 
PLU 79 min. 
Records: 
PLU: 10-8-2 
PU: 12-5-2 
Hillius (penalty kick) PLU 1-0 
NORTHWEST CONFERENCE MEN'S SOCCER TOURNAMENT 
Nov. 4-5, 1995 
Hosted by George Fox College, Newberg, Ore. 
No. 3 seed Pacific Lutheran Upsets 25th-ranked George Fox 
NEWBERG, ORE.-No. 3 seed Pacific Lutheran University won the Northwest Conference of 
Independent Colleges men's soccer tournament with a 2-1 victory over NCIC regular season 
champion George Fox Sunday (Nov. 5). 
PLU won its second-straight NCIC tournament. George Fox is a first-year member of the 
NCIC. 
PLU wins an automatic berth to the Pacific Northwest Region playoffs Nov. 9 and 11, hosted 
by the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference champion. George Fox still could receive one of the 
two at-large berths available to the four-team tournament. Selection is based upon a power point 
rating. 
The Lutes scored a goal in each half to lead 2-0 with five minutes remaining. Midfielder 
Danny Hagedorn put PLU up 1-0 at 38 minutes and midfielder John Callaway scored the 
gamewinner at 85 minutes. 
George Fox put pressure on the PLU defense late, drawing within one goal with two minutes 
remaining when forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland) finished on a corner kick play. 
The Bruins had two goals disallowed in the final 10 minutes; one on a handball call and the 
other on an offsides. 
Scoring: 
PLU 38 min. 
PLU 85 min. 
GFC 88 min. 
Records: 
GFC: 16-5 
PLU: 11-8-2 
Danny Hagedorn 
John Callaway 
Mike Nadeau 
(Jamie Bloomstine) 
(Tomas Engstrom) 
(Ian Reschke) 
SATURDAY'S SEMIFINAL RESULTS 
George Fox College 3, Whitworth College 1 
Pacific Lutheran University 1, Pacific University 0 
PLU 1-0 
PLU 2-0 
PLU 2-1 
COLLEGE MEN'S SOCCER 
GEORGE FOX VS. LINFIELD 
NEWBERG-George Fox College kept its hope of a Northwest Conference championship alive Friday 
(Oct. 27), beating visiting Linfield College 8-0. The Bruins remain a half game behind NCIC leader 
Pacific University, which begins a tough road trip tomorrow in Washington. 
Just minutes after the GFC women exploded with five goals in their second period and 
defeated Linfield 5-0, the George Fox men burst onto the field and scored five goals of their own in 
the first half. 
Triggering the GFC onslaught just 27 seconds into the game, forward Phil Nelson (Sr., Idaho 
Falls HS, Kennewick, Wash.) scored off of an assist by Josh Turpen (Fr., Sammamish HS, 
Bellevue, Wash.). Three minutes later it was Nelson again, and then at the 15-minute mark he fired 
in a third solid shot which the Wildcats' keeper deflected and GFC midfielder Greg Shaffer (Jr., 
North Medford HS, Ore.) nudged in. 
At 24 minutes, Shaffer set up a successful header for forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds 
HS, Portland, Ore.). Nadeau scored again eight minutes later following a short pass from a crossing 
Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.). 
While their starters rested for the second half, the Bruin bench took a little time getting into 
the scoring mode. First to score for GFC in the period was forward Nick Harmon (So., Battle 
Ground HS, Wash.), heading in a comer kick from Turpen 21 minutes into the half. At 73 minutes 
GFC defender Aaron Jaramillo (Jr., Aloha HS, Ore.) flicked in a header with his back to the 
keeper. Finishing off for the Bruins with 13 minutes remaining, forward Justin Rivard (Bonanza 
HS, Las Vegas, Nev.) took the ball unassisted down the field, eluded two Linfield defenders and 
brought the final score to 8-0. 
The shutout was credited to GFC goalkeeper Chris Wood (Bothell HS, Wash.), his second in 
three games played. 
Scoring: 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
1 min. 
4 min. 
15 min. 
24 min. 
32 min. 
66 min .. 
73 min. 
77 min. 
Nelson (Turpen) 
Nelson (Reschke) 
Shaffer (unassisted) 
Nadeau (Shaffer) 
Nadeau (Reschke) 
Harmon (Turpen) 
Jaramillo (unassisted) 
Rivard (unassisted) 
GFC 1-0 
GFC 2-0 
GFC 3-0 
GFC 4-0 
GFC 5-0 
GFC 6-0 
GFC 7-0 
GFC 8-0 
COLLEGE MEN'S SOCCER 
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 
vs. 
PACIFIC UNIVERSITY 
NEWBERG- In a battle for first place in the Northwest Conference, Pacific University 
defeated 17th-ranked George Fox 2-1 in overtime in Newberg Thursday (Oct. 19). 
The win avenged a 4-3 GFC victory in Forest Grove earlier in the season. 
Pacific goes to 8-1 in the NCIC while GFC drops to 7-2. 
The Bruins outshot Pacific 10-4 in the first half, and scored on a corner kick 
taken by midfielder Josh Turpen (Fr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) at 40 minutes. 
The ball deflected off of Pacific goalkeeper Nick Vorberg. 
Pacific's Ean Lensch scored both of Pacific's goals, finding the net at the 74 and 
117 minute marks. 
George Fox, with its pressure offense, outshot Pacific 20-9 in the game. 
Both teams had one player ejected in the physical contest. 
Scoring: 
GFC 40 min. 
PU 74 min. 
PU 117 min. 
Records 
Turpen (unassisted) 
Ean Lensch (Mark Hatfield) 
Lensch (Zack Chown) 
George Fox 7-2 NCIC 12-4 overall 
Pacific 8-1 NCIC 11-3-1 overall 
-30-
GFC 1-0 
Tie 1-1 
PU 2-1 
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BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: 15-4, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 10-2 
George Fox Claims Northwest Conference Championship 
In its first season in the Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges, George Fox 
College's men's soccer team has claimed the league title. George Fox has won titles in three 
different groupings in the last three seasons_ In 1993, the Bruins won NAIA District 2 (all NAIA 
schools in Oregon and Idaho) and advanced to the NAIA national tournament. In 1994, they were 
the Cascade Conference champs and this season they edged Pacific University (9-2-1 NCIC) in the 
NCICfinal standings when the Boxers fell 2-0 at Whitworth on Sunday (Oct. 29). 
NCIC Playoffs Set For Saturday/Sunday in Newberg 
George Fox hosts the four-team Northwest Conference playoffs Saturday and Sunday (Nov. 
4-5). 
The semifmal matchups will pit No. 1 seed George Fox (15-4, 10-2) vs_ No.4 seed Whitworth 
College (9-7-1, 7-5) at 11 a.m. At 1:15 p.m., No.2 seed Pacific University (12-4-2, 9-2-1) meets 
No. 3 seed Pacific Lutheran University (9-8-2, 7-4-1). Tickets are $5 for adults, 3$ for students and 
$1 for senior citizens. 
Semifmal winners advance to the championship game Sunday at 1 p.m_ 
The NCIC Winner advances-to the four-team Pacific Northwest Region playoffs Nov_ 9 and 11 
to meet the champion of the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference and two other at-large teams from 
the Pacific Northwest Region, determined by Longo ratings. 
GFC Ranks No. 25 in Final NAIA Poll 
George Fox is ranked No. 25 with 12 points in the Oct. 30 final NAIA national poll. No. 9 
Simon Fraser University is the only other regional team in the polL Ironically, GFC head coach 
Manfred Tschan is pleased to see his team not ranked in the top 20 national polL Last year, GFC was 
15-2 at the end of the regular season and ranked No. 9 in the fmal poll. After an upset in the 
Cascade Conference championship, the rating worked against the Bruins. The Longo power-point 
rating system awarded the regional at-large berth to another conference team, Concordia University 
- even though it had a losing record_ Concordia had earned more points by playing five nationally 
ranked teams- including a 2-1 loss to the Bruins where GFC had earned fewer points for winning 
than Concordia did for losing. 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Saturday, Nov. 4, 11 a.m . . .. NCIC semifinal _ . . vs. Whitworth College ___ Newberg ... George Fox 
defeated the Pirates twice this season, winning 3-1 in Newberg and 1-0 in Spokane, Wash_ 
LAST WEEK: 
BRUIN BITS: 
*** Typically starting seven underclassmen, it was an exceptionally young George Fox squad that 
captured the Northwest Conference title this season_ The Bruins graduated seven seniors from last 
season's NAIA ninth-ranked squad, including three All-Americans. 
-more-
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*** GFC forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland, Ore.) became the just the fifth Bruin 
ever to surpass the 100-point career mark, breaking the century barrier during last Saturday' s (Oct. 
28) match with Willamette University. In soccer, two points are awarded for a goal and one point for 
an assist. Ahead of Nadeau on the GFC career assist list are former Bruins Dan LaVeine (301), Greg 
Pfleger (191), Marc Waits (112) and Andy LaVeine (106). 
*** Bruin head coach Manfred Tschan is hoping that he didn't teach his players too well when he 
served as head coach at Concordia College in Portland. When GFC faces Whitworth College 
Thursday (Nov. 2) in the NCIC semifinal game, he'll face one of his former players, Pirate head 
coach Steve Simmons. 
*** George Fox has sealed its sixth-consecutive trip to the NAIA playoffs, and will be hosting a 
playoff game for the fourth time in as many years. 
*** Although Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) leads the GFC offense with 11 
goals, it's far from a one-man-show. The Bruins have gotten goals from 15 different players. 
*** An eight-year string held by GFC goal-scorers is unlikely to continue. Since 1987, a George 
Fox player has led all NAIA West Coast scorers. Finding the back of the net often were Dan 
LaVeine: 1987 (29 goals); 1988 (23 goals); 1989 (30 goals) ; 1990 (43 goals); and Greg Pfleger 
1991 (22 goals); 1992 (21 goals) ; 1993 (22 goals); 1994 (19 goals) . 
*** The Bruins are coming off a 15-3 season and ranked No. 9 in the final 1994 NAIA poll. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from seventh-year head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA 
District 2 and Area 1 Coach of the Year) 
On Linfield: "It was obvious that the absence of their starting keeper was a problem right of the bat, 
when we scored 28 seconds into the game. It obviously was not how they wanted it to go. We got to 
rest a lot of guys and were able to play a lot of guys who don't usually get extended minutes. They 
all played so well, it will be tough to pick 18 for the playoff roster." 
On Willamette: "It wasn't quite as good of an effort on our part (as the Linfield game). When we got 
the two early goals, we lost our focus . We started making bad decisions and we began making the 
game complicated for ourselves. That's not what you would like to see going into the playoffs - or 
at any point in the season- but I suppose it's human nature." 
On Semifinal vs. Whitworth: "They are an excellent team. Both times we played it could very well 
have gone either way. They have a very solid defense and are tough to score against. They are very 
dangerous on their set plays." 
-more-
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1995 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
9-2 
9-8 
9-9 
9-14 
9-16 
9-22 
9-23 
9-28 
9-30 
10-6 
10-7 
10-13 
10-14 
10-19 
10-21 
10-27 
10-28 
11-2 
11-4 
11-9 
11-11 
11-20-25 
Evergreen State Invitational: 
vs. Western Washington W 
vs. Central Washington W 
vs. Central Washington L 
Central Washington W 
Western Baptist W 
Concordia L 
Evergreen State W 
Whitman W 
Whitworth W 
Pacific W 
Pacific Lutheran L 
Willamette W 
Linfield W 
Whitworth. W 
Whitman W 
Pacific L 
Pacific Lutheran W 
Linfield W 
Willamette W 
NCIC Semifinals 
NCIC Championship 
Regional Semifinals 
Regional Championship 
NAIA National Tournament 
-30-
2-1 
2-1 
0-1 
1-0 
3-2 
0-4 
1-0 
2-0 
3-1 
4-3 (OT) 
1-2 (OT) 
5-0 
4-0 
1-0 
2-0 
1-2 (OT) . 
1-0 
8-0 
5-2 
GFC 1995 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Justin Rivard 
lan Reschke 
Phil Nelson 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Nick Harmon 
Steve Sterhan 
Tommy Kolodge 
Ryan Gwaltney 
Erik Sorensen 
Greg Shaffer 
Aaron Jaramillo 
Mike Nadeau 
Others 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Jeff Gillespie 
Chris Wood 
TOTAL 
WIN 
1 5 
1 0 
GAMES 
19 
12 
19 
18 
1 9 
1 9 
1 2 
16 
1 3 
1 9 
17 
1 8 
19 
17 
19 
9 
12 
6 
1 9 
GAMES 
17 
0 
3 
19 
LOSS TIE 
4 0 
2 0 
GOALS GPG 
3 0.158 
1 0.083 
1 1 0.579 
5 0.278 
1 0.053 
1 0.053 
0 0.000 
1 0.062 
0 0.000 
4 0 .211 
0 0.000 
1 0.056 
1 0.053 
2 0.118 
4 0.211 
2 0.222 
8 0.667 
1 0.167 
46 2.421 
GA GAPG 
17 0.981 
0 #DIV/0! 
2 0.857 
1 9 0.966 
PCT. 
0.789 
0.833 
ASSISTS APG 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
5 0.263 
3 0.167 
6 0.316 
4 0.211 
2 0.167 
1 0.062 
0 0.000 
2 0.105 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.059 
4 0.211 
1 0.111 
3 0.250 
1 0.167 
33 1.737 
SAVES SVPG 
76 4.471 
0 #DIV/0! 
9 3.000 
85 4.474 
10/28/95 
GF GA 
46 1 9 
37 1 0 
POINTS PPG 
6 0.316 
2 0.167 
27 1.421 
1 3 0.722 
8 0.421 
6 0.316 
2 0.167 
3 0.188 
0 0.000 
1 0 0.526 
0 0.000 
2 0.111 
2 0.105 
5 0.294 
1 2 0.632 
5 0.556 
1 9 1.583 
3 0.500 
125 6.579 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
1560 
0 
210 
1770 
7 
0 
2 
9 
v ' 
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BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: 13-4, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 8-2 
Tschan Reaches Century ~ark 
Manfred Tschan earned his lOOth victory as George Fox College's men's soccer head coach 
Saturday (Oct. 21) as 17th-ranked George Fox held off visiting Pacific Lutheran University 1-0. 
Tschan's seven-year GFC career record is 100-34-5. 
In his career, Tschan is 164-63-14, coaching men's soccer at GFC and Concordia College 
and women's soccer at University of Oregon. 
GFC Hits No. 24 in NAJA National Poll 
George Fox's men's soccer team dropped from No. 17 to No. 24 in the Oct. 23 NAIA 
national rankings. The Bruins are the second-ranked Pacific Northwest Region team behind No. 8 
Simon Fraser University and received 15 votes. Pacific University received two votes. 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Friday, Oct. 27, 3 p.m . .. . vs. Linfield College ... Newberg ... Northwest Conference counter ... 
Linfield is 0-8-2 in the NCIC, 1-14-2 overall .. . George Fox defeated the Wildcats 4-0 in 
McMinnville on October 7. 
Saturday, Oct. 28, 1 p.m . ... vs. Willamette University ... Newberg ... Final regular season Northwest 
Conference game ... Willamette is 3-6-1 in the NCIC, 4-9-1 overall . . . GFC shut out the Bearcats 5-0 
October 6 in Salem. 
LAST WEEK: 
GFC 1. Pacific 2 
In a battle for first place in the Northwest Conference, Pacific University defeated 
17th-ranked George Fox 2-1 in overtime in Newberg Thursday (Oct. 19). 
The win avenged a 4-3 GFC overtime victory in Forest Grove earlier in the season. 
The Bruins outshot Pacific 10-4 in the first half, and scored on a comer kick taken by 
midfielder Josh Turpen (Fr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) at 40 minutes. The ball deflected 
off of Pacific goalkeeper Nick Vorberg. 
Pacific's Ean Lensch scored both of Pacific's goals, finding the net at the 74 and 117 minute 
marks. 
Both teams had one player ejected in the physical contest. 
Scoring: 
GFC 40 min. 
PU 74 min. 
PU 117 min. 
Turpen (unassisted) 
Ean Lensch (Mark Hatfield) 
Lensch (Zack Chown) 
-more-
GFC 1-0 
Tie 1-1 
PU 2-1 
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GFC I. Pacific Lutheran 0 
Manfred Tschan earned his IOOth victory as George Fox College's men' s soccer head coach 
Saturday (Oct. 21) as 17th-ranked George Fox held off visiting Pacific Lutheran University 1-0. 
Tschan's seven-year GFC career record is 100-34-5. 
Two days after slipping into second in the Northwest Conference in an overtime loss to 
Pacific, GFC avenged its only other NCIC loss - a 2-1 overtime defeat at PLU on Sept. 30. 
Half an hour into the game, GFC midfielder Erik Sorensen (So., Bothe) HS, Wash.) scored 
the game's lone goal, heading in a flick from midfielder Jeff Wells (Fr., Evergreen HS, Ridgefield, 
Wash.). Defender Steve Sterhan (Sr., Milwaukie HS, Ore.) started the play with a throw-in. 
The shutout was the sixth this season for goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Fr., Aloha HS, Ore.). 
Scoring: 
GFC 32 min. Sorensen (Wells) GFC 1-0 
BRUIN BITS: 
*** George Fox has sealed its sixth-consecutive trip to the NAIA playoffs and still eyes a regular 
season Northwest Conference championship. The Bruins (8-2) are in second place behind Pacific (8-
1-1 ). While GFC hosts fifth-place Willamette and seventh-place Linfield in its final regular season 
games, the Boxers are on the road against third-place Whitworth and sixth-place Whitman. 
*** Although Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) leads the GFC offense with nine 
goals, it's far from a one-man-show. The Bruins have gotten goals from 13 different players. 
*** An eight-year string held by GFC goal-scorers is unlikely to continue. Since 1987, a George 
Fox player has led all NAIA West Coast scorers. Finding the back of the net often were Dan 
LaVeine: 1987 (29 goals); 1988 (23 goals); 1989 (30 goals); 1990 (43 goals); and Greg Pfleger 
1991 (22 goals); 1992 (21 goals); 1993 (22 goals); 1994 (19 goals). 
*** Several former GFC socc s currently are coaching local high school varsity soccer 
teams. Jim Maine ('95) and Ja on Mey '93 , are coaching Newberg High's boy's team; Darren 
Dilley ('93) and Jason Koop "{'9 coachm McMinnville High ' s boy's team; and Greg Pfleger 
('95) is coaching the Newberg girl's team. 
***The Bruins are coming off a 15-3 season and ranked No. 9 in the final 1994 NAJA poll. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from seventh-year head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAJA 
District 2 and Area I Coach of the Year) 
On Pacific: "It was extremely physical, but it was the kind of game you have to expect when playing 
for first place. We didn't play. up to our potential, but a few people did very well. Most notably Josh 
Turpen and Wade Fleming in midfield had excellent performances. We didn't finish our chances 
offensively as well as we should. (Pacific's) Ean Lench is a good player, and we had trouble 
containing him without (injured) Steve Sterhan." 
On Pacific Lutheran: "We won a tight one; that was important. It was a game that was obviously 
against a good opponent. In the first half, we had plenty of chances. Some of our corner kicks and 
free kicks came close. Justin Rivard got a start - his first in a while- and he gave us a lift." 
On Linfield: "They will come to play very hard. We have some beat-up guys that we would like to 
rest. We also have some guys coming back off of injuries who would like to get some playing time. 
We need to figure out how everyone is doing heading into the playoffs, so we might try to use the 
game as a proving ground for some guys." 
On Willamette: "This could be the last game for them, their last chance to do something of note. 
They have nothing to lose, but we have to win to keep first or second place (in the NCIC)." 
-more-
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1995 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
9-2 
9-8 
9-9 
9-14 
9-16 
9-22 
9-23 
9-28 
9-30 
10-6 
10-7 
10-13 
10-14 
10-19 
10-21 
10-27 
10-28 
11-2 
11-4 
11-9 
11-11 
11-20-25 
Evergreen State Invitational: 
vs. Western Washington W 
vs. Central Washington W 
vs. Central Washington L 
Central Washington W 
Western Baptist W 
Concordia L 
Evergreen State W 
Whitman W 
Whitworth W 
Pacific W 
Pacific Lutheran L 
Willamette W 
Linfield W 
Whitworth W 
Whitman W 
Pacific L 
Pacific Lutheran W 
Linfield 
Willamette 
N CI C Semifinals 
NCIC Championship 
Regional Semifinals 
Regional Championship 
NAIA National Tournament 
-30-
2-1 
2-1 
0-1 
1-0 
3-2 
0-4 
1-0 
2-0 
3-1 
4-3 (OT) 
1-2 (OT) 
5-0 
4-0 
1-0 
2-0 
1-2 (OT) 
1-0 
GFC 1995 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
WIN LOSS TIE 
RECORD 1 3 4 0 
Conference 8 2 0 
PLAYER GAMES GOALS GPG 
Joe Crown 17 3 0.176 
Justin Rivard 1 0 0 0.000 
tan Reschke 17 9 0.529 
Phil Nelson 17 3 0.176 
Josh Turpen 17 1 0.059 
Wade Fleming 17 1 0.059 
Chad Pohlman 10 0 0.000 
Jeff Wells 14 0 0.000 
Mike Moody 1 1 0 0.000 
Nick Harmon 17 2 0.118 
Steve Sterhan 17 0 0.000 
Tommy Kolodge 1 6 1 0.062 
Ryan Gwaltney 17 1 0.059 
Erik Sorensen 1 5 2 0.133 
Greg Shaffer 17 2 0.118 
Aaron Jaramillo 8 1 0.125 
Mike Nadeau 10 6 0.600 
Others 4 1 0.250 
TOTAL 17 33 1.941 
KEEPER GAMES GA GAPG 
Curtis Selby 1 6 15 0.918 
Jeff Gillespie 0 0 #DIV/0! 
Chris Wood 2 2 1.500 
TOTAL 17 17 0.962 
PCT. 
0.765 
0.800 
ASSISTS APG 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
2 0.118 
2 0.118 
3 0.176 
4 0.235 
1 0.100 
1 0.071 
0 0.000 
2 0.118 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.067 
3 0.176 
1 0.125 
3 0.300 
1 0.250 
24 1.412 
SAVES SVPG 
71 4.438 
0 #DIV/01 
8 4.000 
79 4.647 
10/21/95 
GF GA 
33 1 7 
24 8 
POINTS PPG 
6 0.353 
0 0.000 
20 1.176 
8 0.471 
5 0.294 
6 0.353 
1 0.100 
1 0.071 
0 0.000 
6 0.353 
0 0.000 
2 0.125 
2 0.118 
5 0.333 
7 0.412 
3 0.375 
1 5 1.500 
3 0.750 
90 5.294 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
1470 
0 
120 
1590 
7 
0 
1 
8 
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BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: 12-3, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 7-1 
Reschke Wins Northwest Conference Player of Week Honors 
Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) was named Northwest Conference Player 
of the Week Oct. 15. He scored two game-winning goals against Whitman College and Whitworth 
College. Both came on free kicks. Reschke leads George Fox with nine goals this season. 
Tschan One Away From Win No. 100 at GFC 
Seventh-year head coach Manfred Tschan is one away from his 100th victory at George Fox. 
The possible century milestone adds additional interest to Thursday's (Oct. 19) high-stakes home 
match with Northwest Conference co-leader Pacific University. Tschan is 99-33-5 since becoming 
head coach in 1989. His overall record is 163-62-14 as men's coach at George Fox and Concordia 
College (Ore.) and women's coach at University of Oregon. 
Bruins 17th in NAIA National Rankings 
George Fox moved up three spots in the Oct. 16 NAIA national poll to No. 17. The Bruins 
received 58 points and were the second-highest Pacific Northwest Region team ranked. Simon Fraser 
was No. 4 and Seattle University received five points, ranking 28th. 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Thursday, Oct. 19, 4 p.m . ... vs. Pacific University ... Newberg ... Northwest Conference counter ... 
Pacific is 10-3-1 overall ... George Fox and Pacific enter the match tied for the NCIC lead with 7-1 
conference records ... GFC beat the Boxers 4-3 in overtime Sept. 28 in Forest Grove. 
Saturday, Oct. 21, I p.m . ... vs. Pacific Lutheran University ... Newberg ... Northwest Conference 
counter ... PLU is 7-7-1 overall and 5-3 in conference ... The Lutes handed George Fox its only 
conference loss of the season earlier in Tacoma, defeating the Bruins 2-1 in overtime. 
LAST WEEK: 
GFC I. Whitworth 0 
After struggling through a scoreless first half, the 20th-ranked George Fox men's soccer 
team defeated Whitworth College 1-0 Friday (Oct. 13) in Spokane, Wash. 
GFC midfielder Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) broke the tie 10 minutes 
into the second half on a direct free kick. 
Despite defender Steve Sterhan's (Sr., Milwaukie HS, Ore.) sprained ankle and sweeper 
Tommy Kolodge's (Fr., Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.) case of the flu, the ailing Bruin defense still 
managed a shutout, their third in as many games. 
Scoring: 
GFC 70 min. Reschke (unassisted) GFC l-0 
GFC 2. Whitman 0 
Jumping out to an early lead, George Fox held on to defeat Whitman College 2-0 in Walla 
Walla, Wash., Saturday (Oct. 14). 
-more-
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Taking control of the game almost from the first whistle, GFC waited less than 15 minutes 
before punching in their first goal. Midfielder and free kick specialist Ian Reschke slammed in the 
Bruins' first goal following a tap from midfielder Wade Fleming (Fr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, 
Ore.) on an indirect free kick. 
Fifteen minutes later forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland, Ore.) put the slip 
on the triple-teaming Pirate defenders, collected a crossing pass from forward Nick Harmon (So., 
Battle Ground HS, Wash.) and scored again for the Bruins. Enroute to his assist, fleet-footed 
Harmon beat several Whitworth defenders down the wing in a great individual effort. 
Throughout the second half, Whitworth battled to get back into the game. Despite placing 
increasing offensive pressure on the road-weary Bruins, however, the Pirates were unable to convert 
any of their second-half attempts. 
The shutout was the fourth in a row for the Bruin defense, and three straight for goalkeeper 
Curtis Selby (Fr., Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.). 
Scoring: 
GFC 
GFC 
BRUIN BITS: 
14 min. 
29 min. 
Reschke (Fleming) 
Nadeau (Harmon) 
GFC 1-0 
GFC 2-0 
*** Road warriors. George Fox came through its six-game road series with flying colors, going 5-1 
against NCIC opponents. GFC now plays its four remaining Northwest Conference games at home. 
*** GFC's 12-3 start is just a bit off pace from last year. In 1994, the Bruins 13-2 after 15 games. 
*** If they believe in magic, then the Bruins have found their lucky charm. Ever since injuries 
forced midfielder Ryan Gwaltney (So., Roseburg HS, Ore.) into a defensive man-marking position 
four games ago, GFC has not been scored upon. The Bruins have seven shutouts this season. 
*** Bruin goalkeeper Curtis Selby is on a roll, earning shutouts in his last three games and allowing 
just 0.91 goals per game this season. The school record for season goals allowed per game is .71, set 
by Jeff Nelson in 1993. 
*** The Bruins are coming off a 15-3 season and ranked No. 9 in the final 1994 NAIA poll. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from seventh-year head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA 
District 2 and Area 1 Coach of the Year) 
On Whitworth: "They are not an easy opponent, especially in the Pine Bowl. We didn't play 
particularly well, but that had to do with the fact that they played particularly hard. Our defense 
played well enough to deserve a shutout." 
On Whitman: "We played much better, like night and day when compared to (the game with) 
Whitworth. We dominated early and often. That was good to see. Mike Nadeau was a man up there. 
We just kept pumping balls in to him while he was triple- and quadruple-teamed. His was a well-
deserved goal." 
On Pacific: "They play with a lot of confidence. It was a great battle last time we played. I think it 
will be a very predictable game. They play a counterattacking type of game. They will have nine 
guys back and two up front. Our defense will handle their strikers, the question will be if they get 
some midfielders or defenders through unmarked. With us playing attacking soccer and them 
playing defensive soccer, we'll be in their half of the field. Hopefully, we'll find a crack in their 
massive defensive wall. We'll see what happens." 
On Pacific Lutheran: "PLU is a very talented team. They are the only conference team that has 
beaten us. They have a bunch of good, crafty European players. We'll have to play just as hard (as 
we do against Pacific) if we want to have a chance. Regardless of Pacific, PLU will tough." 
-more-
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On the Season: "I think I said in the preseason that it would be hard to keep our playoff streak alive. 
I don't think missing the playoffs is even possible now. More important than our record, though, is 
how quickly we've come together and how well the young guys have played. We were performing 
and competing with the experienced teams right off the bat. 
''I'm also surprised at the versatility we've had: guys playing two or three positions if 
needed. I didn't know we could count on as many players as we could. We have a had a lot of guys 
playing sick or with injuries, yet the guys have gotten it done and a lot of credit needs to go to them 
for that." 
1995 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
9-2 
9-8 
9-9 
9-14 
9-16 
9-22 
9-23 
9-28 
9-30 
l 0-6 
I 0-7 
10-13 
10-14 
10-19 
10-21 
10-27 
10-28 
11-2 
11-4 
11-9 
11-11 
11-20-25 
Evergreen State Invitational: 
vs. Western Washington W 
vs. Central Washington W 
vs. Central Washington L 
Central Washington W 
Western Baptist W 
Concordia L 
Evergreen State W 
Whitman W 
Whitworth W 
Pacific W 
Pacific Lutheran L 
Willamette W 
Linfield W 
Whitworth W 
Whitman W 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Linfield 
Willamette 
NCIC Semifinals 
NCIC Championship 
Regional Semifinals 
Regional Championship 
NAIA National Tournament 
-30-
2-l 
2-1 
0-1 
1-0 
3-2 
0-4 
1-0 
2-0 
3-l 
4-3 (OT) 
1-2 (OT) 
5-0 
..f-0 
1-0 
2-0 
GFC 1995 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Justin Rivard 
lan Reschke 
Phil Nelson 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Nick Harmon 
Steve Sterhan 
Tommy Kolodge 
Ryan Gwaltney 
Erik Sorensen 
Greg Shaffer 
Aaron Jaramillo 
Mike Nadeau 
Others 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Jeff Gillespie 
Chris Wood 
TOTAL 
WIN 
1 2 
7 
GAMES 
1 5 
9 
1 5 
1 5 
1 5 
1 5 
1 0 
12 
9 
1 5 
1 5 
14 
1 5 
1 3 
1 5 
7 
9 
4 
1 5 
GAMES 
1 4 
0 
2 
1 5 
LOSS TIE 
3 0 
1 0 
GOALS GPG 
3 0.200 
0 0.000 
9 0.600 
3 0.200 
0 0.000 
1 0.067 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
2 0.133 
0 0.000 
1 0.071 
1 0.067 
1 0.077 
2 0.133 
1 0.143 
6 0.667 
1 0.250 
3 1 2.067 
GA GAPG 
1 3 0.907 
0 #DIV/0! 
2 1.500 
1 5 0.957 
PCT. 
0.800 
0.875 
ASSISTS APG 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
2 0.133 
2 0.133 
3 0.200 
4 0.267 
1 0.100 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
2 0.133 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.077 
3 0.200 
1 0.143 
3 0.333 
1 0.250 
23 1.533 
SAVES SVPG 
59 4.214 
0 #DIV/0! 
8 4.000 
67 4.467 
10/15/95 
GF GA 
3 1 1 5 
22 6 
POINTS PPG 
6 0.400 
0 0.000 
20 1.333 
8 0.533 
3 0.200 
6 0.400 
1 0.100 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
6 0.400 
0 0.000 
2 0.143 
2 0.133 
3 0.231 
7 0.467 
3 0.429 
1 5 1.667 
3 0.750 
85 5.667 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
1290 
0 
120 
1410 
6 
0 
1 
7 
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Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton @foxmail.gfc.edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: I 0-3, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 5-l 
. 10-3 Bruins Break into NAIA Top 20 
For the first time this season, George Fox's men ' s soccer team is ranked in the NAIA national top 20. 
The Bruins earned 35 points in the Oct. 9 poll and ranked No. 20. No. 5 Simon Fraser University is 
the only other Pacific Northest Region team in the top 20. Seattle University also is receiving votes. 
George Fox Reaches Halfway Point With NCIC Lead 
Halfway through the Northwest Conference season, George Fox and Pacific University (8-2-
1) share the conference lead with 5-l records . The schedule now is in George Fox's favor. Four of 
the Bruins' six remaining conference games are at home. For GFC it's been a surprisingly successful 
season. The Bruins lost seven seniors, including three All-Americans off of last year's 15-3 squad. 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Friday, Oct. 13, 4 p.m . ... at Whitworth College ... Spokane, Wash . ... Northwest Conference counter 
... George Fox downed the Pirates 3-1 earlier this season in Newberg ... Last year the Pirates handed 
GFC one of its three losses of the season, a 3-1 overtime defeat in Spokane .. . Whitworth leads the 
overall series 2-1. 
Saturday, Oct. 14, 1 p.m . ... at Whitman College .. . Walla Walla, Wash . ... Northwest Conference 
counter ... The Bruins defeated Whitman 2-0 earlier this season in Newberg ... The overall series is 
tied 1-L 
LAST WEEK: 
GFC 5. Willamette 0 
George Fox came alive in the second half Friday (Oct. 6) in Salem, rolling past Willamette 
University 5-0 in their first NCIC meeting of the season. 
The Bruins scored just once in the first half, but put together a four-goal flurry in the final 30 
minutes. The first half's lone goal was a one-man show by midfielder Wade Fleming (Fr., 
Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, Ore.). Carving his way through four Willamette defenders, Fleming 
punched in the goal unassisted at the 38-minute mark. 
Entering the second half, the Bruins' goal-scoring machine was started up at the 64-minute 
mark by forward Mike Nadeau (Reynolds HS, Portland, Ore.) off a pass from Fleming. Following 
Nadeau to the back of the net at I 0 minute intervals were forward Joe Crown (Fr., Kent-Meridian 
HS, Kent, Wash.) and defender Aaron Jaramillo (Jr., Aloha HS, Ore.). With one minute 
remaining to play, forward Greg Shaffer (Jr., North Medford HS, Ore.) knocked in GFC's final 
goal off an assist by Jaramillo. 
George Fox held the Bearcats to just one shot, while taking 24 of their own. 
-more-
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Scoring: 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
38 min. 
64 min. 
74 min. 
84 min. 
89 min. 
GFC 4. Linfield 0 
Fleming (unassisted) 
Nadeau (Fleming) 
Crown (Nelson) 
Jaramillo (Gates) 
Shaffer (Jaramillo) 
GFC 1-0 
GFC 2-0 
GFC 3-0 
GFC 4-0 
GFC 5-0 
Playing without their entire starting defense, George Fox shut out Linfield College 4-0 in 
McMinnville Saturday (Oct. 7), completing the first half of Northwest Conference play. 
Injuries and a red card the day before, forced GFC into a new defensive lineup. Backup 
goalkeeper Chris Wood (Fr., Bothell US, Wash.) replaced injured Curtis Selby (Fr., Aloha HS, 
Ore.) and earned his first collegiate shutout. 
Mirroring Friday's storyline, the Bruins scored only once in the first half. Midfielder Ian 
Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) recorded the goal for the Bruins. Forward Mike 
Nadeau (Reynolds HS, Portland, Ore.) headed a ball backwards into the goal at the 55-minute 
mark. The assist came from Josh Turpen (Fr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.). At the SO-
minute mark, Nadeau took a pass from Reschke and scored his third goal of the weekend. Finishing 
up for the Bruins was backup midfielder Sean Gates (Fr., West Linn HS, Ore.) who scored 
unassisted with five minutes remaining. 
Scoring: 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
BRUIN BITS: 
25 min. 
55 min. 
80 min. 
85 min. 
Reschke 
Nadeau (Turpen) 
Nadeau (Reschke) 
Gates (unassisted) 
GFC 1-0 
GFC 2-0 
GFC 3-0 
GFC 4-0 
*** GFC's 10-3 start is just a bit off pace from last year. In 1994, GFC launched its season 12-1, its 
best ever. 
*** For the first time in their history, the George Fox soccer teams are flying to a regular season 
game. By flying to the Whitman and Whitworth games, the teams avoid an extra day of missed 
classes, save money and miss out on seven hours cramped in a bus. 
*** Former Aloha High School teammates Curtis Selby and Tommy Kolodge have made the jump 
to college athletics together. The two Oregon 4A all-state selections have started almost every game 
for the Bruins thus far, Selby in the goalkeeper's box and Kolodge at sweeper. 
*** The Bruins are coming off a 15-3 season and ranked No. 9 in the final 1994 NAIA poll. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from seventh-year head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA 
District 2 and Area 1 Coach of the Year) 
On Willamette: "We played a very good second half both games. The best thing about it was the 
finishing. We didn't just create shots, we actually put them away. We looked like the Bruins of old." 
On Linfield: "We ended up playing with a whole new defense, including the goalkeeper. It is very 
helpful to have that kind of depth at this time of the year when every team is dealing with injuries. 
It's a luxury to put in guys that can be I 00 percent and get the job done." 
On Whitworth: "Spokane is a very tough place to play." 
-more-
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On Whitman: "I think we are playing better now than when we faced them before. The main 
concern is finding enough healthy people to take with us ." 
1995 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
9-2 
9-8 
9-9 
9-14 
9-16 
9-22 
9-23 
9-28 
9-30 
I 0-6 
10-7 
10-13 
10-14 
10-19 
10-21 
10-27 
10-28 
11-2 
11-4 
11-9 
11-11 
11-20-25 
Evergreen State Invitational : 
vs. Western Washington W 
vs. Central Washington W 
vs. Central Washington L 
Central Washington W 
Western Baptist W 
Concordia L 
Evergreen State W 
Whitman W 
Whitworth W 
Pacific W 
Pacific Lutheran L 
Willamette W 
Linfield W 
Whitworth 
Whitman 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Linfield 
Willamette 
NCIC Semifinals 
NCIC Championship 
Regional Semifinals 
Regional Championship 
NAIA National Tournament 
-30-
2-1 
2- 1 
0-1 
1-0 
3-2 
0-4 
1-0 
2-0 
3-1 
4-3 (OT) 
1-2 (OT) 
5-0 
4-0 
GFC 1995 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Justin Rivard 
lan Reschke 
Phil Nelson 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Nick Harmon 
Steve Sterhan 
Tommy Kolodge 
Ryan Gwaltney 
Erik Sorensen 
Greg Shaffer 
Aaron Jaramillo 
Mike Nadeau 
Others 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Jeff Gillespie 
Chris Wood 
TOTAL 
WIN 
10 
5 
GAMES 
1 3 
9 
1 3 
13 
1 3 
13 
1 0 
1 0 
9 
1 3 
1 2 
12 
1 3 
1 3 
1 3 
6 
7 
2 
1 3 
GAMES 
12 
0 
2 
1 3 
LOSS TIE 
3 0 
1 0 
GOALS GPG 
3 0.231 
0 0.000 
7 0.538 
3 0.231 
0 0.000 
1 0.077 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
2 0.154 
0 0.000 
1 0.083 
1 0.077 
1 0.077 
2 0.154 
1 0.167 
5 0.714 
1 0.500 
28 2.154 
GA GAPG 
1 3 1.054 
0 #DIV/0! 
2 1.500 
1 5 1.098 
PCT. 
0.769 
0.833 
ASSISTS APG 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
2 0.154 
2 0.154 
3 0.231 
3 0.231 
1 0.100 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.077 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.077 
3 0.231 
1 0.167 
3 0.429 
1 0.500 
21 1.615 
SAVES SVPG 
50 4.167 
0 #DIV/0! 
8 4.000 
58 4.462 
1on19s 
GF GA 
28 1 5 
19 6 
POINTS PPG 
6 0.462 
0 0.000 
1 6 1.231 
8 0.615 
3 0.231 
5 0.385 
1 0.100 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
5 0.385 
0 0.000 
2 0.167 
2 0 .154 
3 0.231 
7 0.538 
3 0.500 
1 3 1.857 
3 1.500 
77 5.923 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
111 0 
0 
120 
1230 
4 
0 
1 
5 
October 2, 1995 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton@ foxmail.gfc .edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: 8-3, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 3-1 
xtr, f t (_£/ 
George Fox in Northwest Conference First-Place Tie 
Four games into league play, George Fox is in a three-way tie with Pacific University (5-2-1) 
and Whitworth College (4-3-1) for the Northwest Conference lead. All three have 3-1 conference 
records, but the Bruins gave both teams their only conference loss. 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Friday, Oct. 6, 3 p.m . .. . at Willamette Universitty ... Salem, Ore .... Northwest Conference counter .. . 
Willamette is 2-6 overall and 1-3 in conference ... George Fox downed the Bearcats 5-0 last year in 
Newberg. 
Saturday, Oct. 7, I p.m . ... at Linfield College ... McMinnville, Ore .... Northwest Conference counter 
... Linfield is 1-8-1 overall and 0-3-1 in the NCIC ... The Bruins defeated Linfield 2-0 in McMinnville 
last season. 
LAST WEEK: 
GFC 4. Pacific 3 COTI 
Rallying from a 3-1 second half deficit, 25th-ranked George Fox rallied to tie in the final 10 
seconds and used overtime to defeat defending NCIC champion Pacific 4-3 in Forest Grove Thursday 
(Sept. 28). 
Both teams came into the game leading the conference with 2-0 records. George Fox scored 
less than one minute after play began. Following a GFC throw in, forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., 
Reynolds HS, Portland, Ore.) flicked the ball on to teammate Phil Nelson (Sr., Idaho Falls HS, 
Idaho) for the goal. 
The Bruins' 1-0 lead lasted only five minutes as Pacific answered in the sixth minute of play, 
and then took the lead just two minutes later. Starting the second half with a 2-1 lead, the sharp 
shooting Boxers extended their lead even further to 3-1 seven minutes into the period. 
GFC put in another goal at the one-hour mark. Following a Wade Fleming (Fr., Lakeridge 
HS, Oregon City, Ore.) corner kick, Nadeau headed the ball in, bringing the deficit to one goal. 
GFC's final scoring opportunity came on a throw in. Defender Steve Sterhan (Sr., 
Milwaukie HS, Ore.) threw the ball in to Nadeau, who flicked it to forward Greg Shaffer (Jr., North 
Medford HS, Ore.) for the shot. The Boxer defense denied Shaffer's attempt, but midfielder Ian 
Reschke's (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) followed up off the deflection to send the game to 
overtime. 
GFC got the game winner with 10 minutes left to play. After dribbling through traffic down 
the Boxer sideline, Shaffer passed to midfielder Erik Sorensen (So., Bothell HS, Wash.) who curled 
the ball over the goalkeeper's head and into the far side of the net. 
Scoring: 
GFC 
PU 
PU 
PU 
1 min. 
6 min . 
8 min, 
52 min. 
Nelson (Nadeau) 
Eagler 
Chown 
Lensch 
-more-
GFC 1-0 
Tied 1-1 
PU 2-1 
PU 3-1 
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GFC 
GFC 
GFC 
60 min. 
89 min. 
110 min. 
Nadeau (Fleming) 
Reschke (Nadeau/Shaffer) 
Sorensen (Shaffer) 
PU 3-2 
Tied 3-3 
GFC 4-3 
GFC I. Pacific Lutheran 2 COD 
George Fox fell 2-1 to defending NCIC playoff champion Pacific Lutheran University in 
Tacoma Saturday (Sept. 30). 
Competing without the services of playmaker Mike Nadeau, the Bruins battled through a 
scoreless first half, then punched in the game's first goal 20 minutes into the second half. Following 
a cross from Ian Reschke, midfielder Ryan Gwaltney (So., Roseburg HS, Ore.) slammed in a 
header at point blank range. 
PLU scored only one minute later to tie the game 1-1 and set up GFC' s second overtime 
contest in three days. 
The Lutes scored first in overtime, but with two minutes left to play Bruin forward Greg 
Shaffer collected a ball from Reschke and scored an apparent game-tying goal. The goal was 
disallowed by the referee on an illegal push and GFC failed to score again. 
The loss was GFC's first in conference play. 
Scoring: 
GFC 
PLU 
PLU 
BRUIN BITS: 
65 min. 
66 min. 
110 min. 
Gwaltney (Reschke) GFC 1-0 
Tied 1-1 
PLU 2-1 
*** George Fox College is ranked 25th in the Sept. 25 NAIA poll. 
*** Saturday (Sept. 30) -for the first time this season- George Fox scored and didn't 
win. Before the 2-1 overtime loss to PLU, the Bruins' two losses had come on shutouts. 
*** Former Aloha High School teammates Curtis Selby and Tommy Kolodge have made the 
jump to college athletics together. The two Oregon 4A all-state selections have started all eleven 
games for the Bruins thus far, Selby in the goal keeper's box and Kolodge at sweeper. 
*** The Bruins are coming off a 15-3 season and ranked No. 9 in the final 1994 NAIA poll. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from seventh-year head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA 
District 2 and Area 1 Coach of the Year) 
On Pacific: "It was a game to watch. We outshot them 32-9, but all nine of their shots were of really 
high quality. We didn't seem to finish as well as we should have. They felt that they let one get away, 
but in the final analysis we probably deserved to win." 
On Pacific Lutheran: "We went to overtime again, but this time we came up on the short end. They 
came out of the chute pretty hard and we looked a little sluggish for the first 15 minutes, but then we 
figured them out and we pressured." 
On Willamette: "Our games with Willamette have always been classics. We usually end up going to 
overtime, somebody wins by one, or we tie. It's always a tough, tight game, and that's what we fully 
expect to get on Friday." 
On Linfield: "We have to be very alert. They will be fresh and we will just have had a bam-burner 
with Willamette. They have played well and have had some good results. We are ready to deal with 
them, but it will be hard." 
-more-
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1995 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
9-2 
9-8 
9-9 
9-14 
9-16 
9-22 
9-23 
9-28 
9-30 
10-6 
10-7 
10-13 
10-14 
10-19 
10-21 
10-27 
10-28 
11-2 
11-4 
11-9 
1 1-11 
11-20-25 
Evergreen State Invitational: 
vs. Western Washington W 
vs. Central Washington W 
vs. Central Washington L 
Central Washington W 
Western Baptist W 
Concordia L 
Evergreen State W 
Whitman W 
Whitworth W 
Pacific W 
Pacific Lutheran L 
Willamette 
Linfield 
Whitworth 
Whitman 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Linfield 
Willamette 
NCIC Semifinals 
NCIC Championship 
Regional Semifinals 
Regional Championship 
NAIA National Tournament 
-30-
2-1 
2-1 
0-1 
1-0 
3-2 
0-4 
1-0 
2-0 
3-1 
4-3 (OT) 
1-2 (OT) 
/ 
GFC 1995 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Justin Rivard 
lan Reschke 
Phil Nelson 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Nick Harmon 
Steve Sterhan 
Tommy Kolodge 
Ryan Gwaltney 
Erik Sorensen 
Greg Shaffer 
Aaron Jaramillo 
Mike Nadeau 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Jeff Gillespie 
Chris Wood 
TOTAL 
WIN 
8 
3 
GAMES 
1 1 
9 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 0 
8 
9 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
4 
5 
1 1 
GAMES 
1 1 
0 
1 
1 1 
LOSS TIE 
3 0 
1 0 
GOALS GPG 
2 0 .182 
0 0 .000 
6 0.545 
3 0.273 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
2 0.182 
0 0.000 
1 0.091 
1 0.091 
1 0.091 
1 0.091 
0 0.000 
2 0.400 
1 9 1. 727 
GA GAPG 
13 1.147 
0 #DIV/0! 
2 6.000 
1 5 1.286 
PCT. 
0.727 
0.750 
ASSISTS APG 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.091 
1 0 .091 
2 0.182 
2 0.182 
1 0.100 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.091 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.091 
2 0.182 
0 0.000 
3 0.600 
14 1.273 
SAVES SVPG 
49 4.455 
0 #DIV/0! 
5 5.000 
54 4.909 
9/30/95 
GF GA 
1 9 1 5 
1 0 6 
POINTS PPG 
4 0.364 
0 0.000 
1 3 1.182 
7 0.636 
2 0.182 
2 0.182 
1 0.100 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
5 0.455 
0 0.000 
2 0.182 
2 0.182 
3 0.273 
4 0.364 
0 0.000 
7 1.400 
52 4. 727 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
1020 
0 
30 
1050 
3 
0 
0 
3 
September 25, 1995 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton @foxmail.gfc.edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: 7-2, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 2-0 
George Fox Shares NCIC Lead 
Two games into the 12-game Northwest Conference schedule, George Fox and Pacific 
University are tied for the NCIC lead at 2-0. GFC was perfect in last weekend's homestand with 
Whitman and Whitworth, while Pacific chalked up victories against Linfield and Willamette. 
The two teams meet this Thursday (Sept. 28) in Forest Grove. 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Thursday, Sept. 28, 4 p.m . ... at Pacific University ... Forest Grove, Ore .... Conference counter ... The 
Boxers are the defending NCIC champions, 4-1 in conference play last season ... GFC defeated 
Pacific 3-0 last season in Newberg . .. GFC begins a six-game conference road string. 
Saturday, Sept. 30, 1 p.m . ... at Pacific Lutheran University .. . Tacoma, Wash .... Conference counter 
... PLU won the NCIC playoffs last season, defeating Pacific 2-1 in the title game and advanced to 
regional play ... PLU graduated two All-American defenders . . . The Lutes were ranked No. 16 in the 
1995 NAIA preseason poll ... George Fox won the last meeting 1-0 in 1993. 
LAST WEEK: 
GFC 2. Whitman 0 
George Fox College's men's soccer team opened Northwest Conference play with a 2-0 win 
over Whitman College Friday (Sept. 22). 
The Bruins scored twice in the first half, outshooting Whitman 13-0. GFC' s first goal came at 
21 minutes on a comer kick. Forward Phil Nelson (Sr., Idaho Falls HS, Idaho) headed in the kick 
by midfielder Josh Turpen (Fr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.). 
Four minutes later on a throw-in play, forward Nick Harmon (So., Battle Ground HS, 
Wash.) punched in a second goal following a flick by Nelson. 
The shutout was the third of the season for Bruin goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Fr., Aloha HS, 
Ore.). George Fox outshot Whitman 17-1 in the game. 
Scoring: 
21 min. GFC 
25 min. GFC 
Nelson (Turpen) 
Harmon (Nelson) 
GFC 3. Whitworth I 
GFC 1-0 
GFC 2-0 
George Fox College's men's soccer team improved to 2-0 in Northwest Conference play with 
a 3-1 win over visiting Whitworth College. 
Senior forward Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland) was involved in all three GFC 
scoring plays. A Baltimore Orioles 1994 baseball draft pick, Nadeau joined his George Fox 
teammates after playing minor league ball this summer in Bend, Ore. 
The Bruins scored first 11 minutes in when Nadeau outran three defenders and beat the goal 
keeper with a low shot that ricochetted off the right goal post. Midfielder Wade Fleming (Fr., 
Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, Ore.) had the assist. 
-more-
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Nadeau drew a foul in the box to set up GFC's second goal. Sweeper Tommy Kolodge (Fr., 
Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.) converted the penalty kick at 26 minutes. 
Whitworth scored its lone goal at 35 minutes on a free kick. Rio Three Stars chipped in a 
20-yard shot. 
Nadeau set up the final goal with a fast break pass that the goal keeper deflected. Forward 
Joe Crown (Fr., Kent-Meridian HS, Kent, Wash.) finished, putting the ball in the empty net. 
Scoring: 
GFC 11 min. 
GFC 26 min. 
\\C 35 min. 
GFC 79 min. 
BRUIN BITS: 
Nadeau (Fleming) 
Kolodge (penalty kick) 
Three Stars (Kang) 
Crown (Nadeau) 
GFC 1-0 
GFC 2-0 
GFC 2-1 
GFC 3-1 
*** So far it's been simple. If the Bruins score, the Bruins win. Nine games in, every time 
George Fox has found the back of an opponent's net, the team has found a way to win. GFC's only 
two losses thus far came when the Bruins were shut out. 
*** Former Aloha High School teammates Curtis Selby and Tommy Kolodge have made the 
jump to college athletics together. The two Oregon 4A all-state selections have started all nine games 
for the Bruins thus far, Selby in the goal keeper's box and Kolodge at sweeper. 
*** The Bruins are coming off a 15-3 season and ranked No. 9 in the final 1994 NAIA poll. 
*** Fresh off his second season of minor league baseball, fifth-year senior Mike Nadeau 
brings his aggressive style of play back to GFC's offense for one last season of eligibility. Nadeau 
skipped the 1993 soccer season to concentrate on baseball, an investment that paid off when Nadeau 
was drafted by the Baltimore Orioles in the 17th round of the 1994 major league amateur draft. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from seventh-year head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA 
District 2 and Area 1 Coach of the Year) 
On Whitman: "We won at home. That's what you need to do in conference. We tried to save some 
energy in the second half. They are a skillful team. They had a good keeper who made a lot of nice 
saves." 
On Whitworth: "This is the first time we've played them at home. Playing them definitely pointed 
out just how hard it will be to play a tough team on Saturday coming off a Friday game. We got 
some goals, but with a little luck they could have had a little more. With all the sick kids, I'm just 
glad we got out with two wins (this weekend)." 
On Pacific: "Forest Grove has always been a tough place to play. Pacific has been on the upswing 
lately. They lost hardly anyone off of their championship team from last year. It will be a tough 
game." 
On Pacific Lutheran: "They have five or six foreigners who may be older and more experienced, but 
that hasn't always bothered us in the past. We're going to have to come up with two excellent efforts 
to get through these two games and come up victorious." 
On Mike Nadeau's return: "It's great having Nadeau back. He's so quick, so strong, so competitive. 
Against Whitworth he had a part in all three goals. Even though he is not quite in soccer shape yet, 
he has made us a different team." 
-more-
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1995 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
9-2 
9-8 
9-9 
9-14 
9-16 
9-22 
9-23 
9-28 
9-30 
10-6 
10-7 
10-13 
10-14 
10-19 
10-21 
10-27 
10-28 
11-2 
11-4 
11-9 
11-11 
11-20-25 
Evergreen State Invitational: 
vs. Western Washington W 
vs. Central Washington W 
vs. Central Washington L 
Central Washington W 
Western Baptist W 
Concordia L 
Evergreen State W 
Whitman W 
Whitworth W 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Willamette 
Linfield 
Whitworth 
Whitman 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Linfield 
Willamette 
NCIC Semifinals 
NCIC Championship 
Regional Semifinals 
Regional Championship 
NAIA National Tournament 
-30-
2-1 
2- 1 
0-1 
1-0 
3-2 
0-4 
1-0 
2-0 
3-1 
GFC 1995 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Justin Rivard 
lan Reschke 
Phil Nelson 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Nick Harmon 
Steve Sterhan 
Tommy Kolodge 
Ryan Gwaltney 
Erik Sorensen 
Greg Shaffer 
Aaron Jaramillo 
Mike Nadeau 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Jeff Gillespie 
Chris Wood 
TOTAL 
WIN 
7 
2 
GAMES 
9 
7 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
6 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
2 
4 
9 
GAMES 
9 
0 
1 
9 
LOSS 
2 
0 
GOALS 
2 
0 
5 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 4 
TIE 
0 
0 
GPG 
0.222 
0.000 
0.556 
0.222 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.222 
0.000 
0.111 
0.000 
0.000 
0.111 
0.000 
0.250 
1.556 
GA GAPG 
8 0.923 
0 #DIV/0! 
2 6.000 
10 1.111 
ASSISTS 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
9 
SAVES 
PCT. 
0.778 
1.000 
APG 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.111 
0.222 
0.111 
0.111 
0.000 
0.000 
0.111 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.111 
0.111 
0.000 
0.250 
1.000 
SVPG 
35 3.889 
0 #DIV/0! 
5 5.000 
40 4.444 
GF 
1 4 
5 
POINTS 
4 
0 
1 0 
5 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
5 
0 
2 
0 
1 
3 
0 
3 
37 
9/23/95 
GA 
1 0 
1 
PPG 
0.444 
0.000 
1 .111 
0.556 
0.222 
0.111 
0 .111 
0.000 
0.000 
0.556 
0.000 
0.222 
0.000 
0.111 
0.333 
0.000 
0.750 
4.111 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
780 
0 
30 
810 
3 
0 
0 
3 
Jlf f clu 
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September 18, 1995 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton@foxmaiLgfc_edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: 5-2, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 0-0 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Friday, Sept. 22, 4 p.m . ... Whitman College ... Newberg ... GFC's first Northwest Conference of 
Independent Colleges counter .. . George Fox and Whitman last met in 1984, with Whitman prevailing 
over the first-year Bruin program 5-0. 
Saturday, Sept. 23, I p.m . ... Whitworth College ... Newberg ... Last year the Pirates handed GFC one 
of just three losses of the season, a 3-1 overtime defeat in Spokane ... Whitworth leads the overall 
series 2-0, both of which went into overtime. 
LAST WEEK: 
GFC 0. Concordia 4 
Concordia University scored three times in an 11-minute span and took a 4-0 non-conference 
men's soccer victory over George Fox College Thursday (Sept. 14) in Newberg. 
The two former Cascade Conference teams renewed their rivalry in 90-plus degree heat. GFC 
had won the previous three meetings by one-goal margins . George Fox joined the Northwest 
Conference of Independent Colleges this season. 
Senior Doug Wolvert recorded a hat trick and senior Eric Desenberg picked up a goal and an 
assist. 
Concordia is the 27th-ranked team in the Sept. 11 NAIA national poll. 
The defeat was GFC' s first home regular season loss since Oct. 6, 1993. 
Scoring: 
30 min. Wolvert (Desenberg) 
32 min. Wolvert (Quashie) 
41 min. Desenberg (Willoughby) 
84 min . Wolvert (Quashie) 
GFC 1. Evergreen State 0 
cu 1-0 
cu 2-0 
cu 3-0 
cu 4-0 
In its final game before beginning conference play, George Fox shut out visiting Evergreen 
State College 1-0 in Newberg Saturday (Sept 16). 
After an uneventful first half, both teams came alive five minutes into the second half when 
Evergreen State was awarded a direct free kick. After Bruin keeper Curtis Selby (Fr., Aloha HS, 
Ore.), deflected the ball once, Evergreen's David Zumwalt punched in the rebounding ball for an 
apparent goaL As both sides erupted in emotion, an offside call against the Geoducks negated the 
goal. 
Bruin forward Nick Harmon (So., Battle Ground HS, Wash.) finally broke the scoreless tie 
following a GFC throw-in late in the second half. Assisting Harmon amidst the heavy goal-mouth 
traffic was forward Greg Shaffer (Jr., North Medford HS, Ore.) . 
Apparently inspired by Harmon's goal, GFC dominated play for the final eight minutes, 
narrowly missing several shots on goal in the closing minutes of the game. By the final whistle, 
George Fox had outshot Evergreen State 19-7. 
-more-
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Selby recorded three saves for the shutout, his second of the season. 
Scoring: 
GFC 82 min. Harmon (Shaffer) GFC 1-0 
BRUIN BITS: 
*** Fresh off his second season of minor league baseball, fifth-year senior Mike Nadeau 
brought his aggressive style of play back to George Fox's offense last week, starting for the Bruins 
against Evergreen State. Nadeau skipped the 1993 soccer season to concentrate on baseball, an 
investment that paid off when Nadeau was drafted by the Baltimore Orioles in the 17th round of the 
1994 major league amateur draft. Last year, Nadeau led GFC in assists. 
*** GFC's loss Thursday to Concordia was the first regular season loss for the Bruins at 
home since Oct. 6, 1993. 
*** Former Aloha High School teammates Curtis Selby and Tommy Kolodge have made the 
jump to college athletics together. The two Oregon 4A all-state selections have started all seven 
games for the Bruins thus far, Selby in the goalkeeper's box and Kolodge at sweeper. The Bruin 
defense has given up an average of 1.28 goals per game this season. 
*** The Bruins are coming off a 15-3 season and ranked No. 9 in the final NAIA poll. 
*** Fresh off his second season of minor league baseball, fifth-year senior Mike Nadeau 
brought his aggressive style of play back to George Fox's offense last week, starting for the Bruins 
against Evergreen State. Nadeau skipped the 1993 soccer season to concentrate on baseball, an 
investment that paid off when Nadeau was drafted by the Baltimore Orioles in the 17th round of the 
1994 major league amateur draft. Last year, Nadeau led GFC in assists. 
*** Former Bruin goalkeeper standout Jeff Nelson returns to his alma mater this season as 
assistant coach for goalkeepers. A 1995 graduate of George Fox, Nelson won a total of six 
All-American awards and was named 1994 NAIA Goalkeeper of the Year by the Intercollegiate 
Soccer Association of America. This summer, Nelson played professional soccer for the Cascade 
Surge, the USISL team in Salem, Ore. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from seventh-year head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA 
District 2 and Area 1 Coach of the Year) 
On Concordia: "We basically got spanked. In terms of how little resistance we offered, it was 
definitely the worst loss since I've been at GFC. Clearly disappointing. After a while we looked 
downright scared." 
On Evergreen State: "We played a lot better. I had to make sure our players were more scared of me 
than they were of Evergreen. We came out and played Bruin ball. If we continue to do that we are 
going to be successful." 
On Whitman: "This will be our first game ever in the NCIC. Whitman is usually a quality team. I 
know that they are a young team, similar to ours. They should be a good test for us." 
On Whitworth: "They are one of the traditional powers in the league, but they are rebuilding a little 
bit. They have a new coach and a bunch of new players. They struggled a little bit at the Evergreen 
State tournament. We'll have to see how much they've progressed." 
-more-
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1995 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
9-2 
9-8 
9-9 
9-14 
9-16 
9-22 
9-23 
9-28 
9-30 
10-6 
10-7 
10-13 
10-14 
10-19 
10-21 
10-27 
10-28 
11-2 
11-4 
11-9 
11 - 11 
11-20-25 
Evergreen State Invitational: 
vs. Western Washington W 
vs. Central Washington W 
vs. Central Washington L 
Central Washington W 
Western Baptist W 
Concordia L 
Evergreen State W 
Whitman 
Whitworth 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Willamette 
Linfield 
Whitworth 
Whitman 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Linfield 
Willamette 
NCIC Semifinals 
NCIC Championship 
Regional Semifinals 
Regional Championship 
NAJA National Tournament 
-30-
2-1 
2-1 
0- 1 
1-0 
3-2 
0-4 
1-0 
GFC 1995 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Justin Rivard 
lan Reschke 
Phil Nelson 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Nick Harmon 
Steve Sterhan 
Tommy Kolodge 
Ryan Gwaltney 
Erik Sorensen 
Greg Shaffer 
Aaron Jaramillo 
Mike Nadeau 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Jeff Gillespie 
Chris Wood 
TOTAL 
WIN 
5 
0 
GAMES 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
4 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
2 
2 
7 
GAMES 
7 
0 
1 
7 
LOSS TIE 
2 0 
0 0 
GOALS GPG 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
5 0.714 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
9 1.2 86 
GA GAPG 
7 1.050 
0 #DIV/0! 
2 6.000 
9 1.286 
PCT. 
0.714 
#DIV/01 
ASSISTS APG 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.143 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
5 o. 714 
SAVES SVPG 
30 4.286 
0 #DIV/0! 
5 5.000 
3 5 5.000 
9/16/95 
GF GA 
9 9 
0 0 
POINTS PPG 
2 0.286 
0 0 .000 
1 0 1.429 
2 0.286 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
3 0.429 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 0.143 
3 0.429 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
23 3.286 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
600 
0 
30 
630 
2 
0 
0 
2 
September 11, 1995 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton@ foxmail.gfc .edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: 4-1, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 0-0 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Thursday, Sept. 14, 4 p.m . ... vs. Concordia College ... Newberg ... George Fox beat Concordia 2-1 
last year in Portland ... Meeting of former NAIA District 2 and Cascade Conference rivals ... GFC and 
Concordia played for the 1992 and 1993 NAIA District 2 Championships, each winning one . .. 
George Fox has won the last three meetings - all by one goal ... GFC head coach Manfred Tschan is 
a former head coach at Concordia. 
Saturday, Sept. 16, 2 p.m . ... vs. Evergreen State College .. . Newberg ... Non-conference match up ... 
GFC did not meet Evergreen State's team at the Sept. 2-4 Evergreen Invitational ... Last game before 
Northwest Conference schedule begins . . . George Fox shut out Evergreen the last two seasons and 
tied them 3-3 in 1992. 
LAST WEEK: 
GFC 1. Central Washington 0 
George Fox College's 26th-ranked men's soccer team won its home opener 1-0 over Central 
Washington University, Friday (Sept. 8). 
Three minutes in, forward Phil Nelson (Sr., Idaho Falls HS, Idaho) scored GFC's lone goal 
on the rebound after midfielder Erik Sorensen (So., Bothell HS, Wash.) rattled a shot off the 
crossbar. 
George Fox outshot CWU 18-10. 
Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Fr., Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.) earned the shutout, GFC's first 
of the year. He had eight saves. 
The game was the third meeting between the two teams in a week. Last weekend, GFC and 
Central Washington split at the Evergreen State Invitational. 
Scoring: 
GFC 3 min . Nelson (Sorensen) GFC 1-0 
GFC 3, Western Baptist 2 
A flat George Fox men's soccer team defeated Western Baptist 3-2 in Newberg on Saturday 
(Sept. 9). 
Holding GFC scoreless for the initial half hour of play, the much-improved Warriors finally 
gave up a goal late in the first half. Bruin forward Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, 
Wash.) blasted down Western Baptist's sideline, turned sharply toward the goal and placed the ball 
just over the goalkeeper's hands and into the far corner of the net. 
Entering the second half with a slim one-goal advantage, the Bruins turned up the pressure in 
the opening minutes. Forward Greg Shaffer (Jr., North Medford HS, Ore.) immediately put the 
-more-
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Bruins up 2-0, punching in a shot at nearly point-blank range in front of Western Baptist's congested 
goal only two minutes into the period. Assisting Shaffer was Chad Pohlman (Fr., Shorecrest HS, 
Seattle, Wash.) . 
The Warriors' Brent Anderson answered with a goal in the 63rd minute. 
Chalking up his fifth goal in as many games, and his second of the day, Reschke fired back 
later with a direct free kick that deflected off Western Baptist' ~ post, then off their keeper and into 
their net. Ten minutes remained. 
The game ended 3-2, as Western Baptist's Aaron Clippard popped a shot in with 42 seconds 
remaining. 
George Fox led in shots attempted, 17-13. Both teams recorded nine saves. 
Scoring: 
GFC 32 min. 
GFC 47 min. 
WB 63 min. 
GFC 80 min. 
WB 89 min. 
BRUIN BITS: 
Reschke (unassisted) 
Shaffer (assist Pohlman) 
Anderson 
Reschke (unassisted) 
Clippard 
GFC 1-0 
GFC 2-0 
GFC 2-1 
GFC 3-1 
GFC 3-2 
*** Former Aloha High School teammates Curtis Selby and Tommy Kolodge have made the 
jump to college athletics together. The two Oregon 4A all-state selections have started all five games 
for the Bruins thus far, Selby in the goalkeeper's box and Kolodge at sweeper. The Bruin defense 
has given up an average of just one goal per game this season. 
*** The Bruins are coming off a 15-3 season and ranked No. 9 in the final NAIA poll. 
*** Since 1993, the Bruins have lost just one game on their home field, a 3-2 loss to 
Westminster College in last season's Cascade Conference championship that broke the Bruins' 
16-game home win streak. 
*** Former Bruin goalkeeper standout Jeff Nelson returns to his alma mater this season as 
assistant coach for goalkeepers. A 1995 graduate of George Fox, Nelson won a total of six 
All-American awards and was named 1994 NAIA Goalkeeper of the Year by the Intercollegiate 
Soccer Association of America. This summer, Nelson played professional soccer for the Cascade 
Surge, the USISL team in Salem, Ore. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from seventh-year head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA 
District 2 and Area 1 Coach of the Year) 
On Central Washington: "It was a good game for us. We play~d a low-pressure defense, which is 
something we haven't done in a while. We basically tried to sit back and then counterattack. It could 
have easily backfired if our players didn't play like they did." 
On Western Baptist: "They have improved and they showed it. If it had been a conference game I 
could say, 'We played ugly but we won,' but since it was a preseason game it didn't matter that we 
won: we just played ugly. Curtis Selby and Justin Rivard played very well, but in most cases we 
expected more." 
On Concordia: "We have always had a good rivalry. This game will have a very different feeling 
since we are not in the same conference this year. The only way we can get back to them is if we get 
to nationals ." 
-more-
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On Evergreen State: "We saw them play at the Evergreen State Invitational. They are a good team 
this year. They always play a good game of soccer. They play intelligently and are well-schooled. 
(Against us) it is always two teams trying to play their own brand of soccer. We'll see who comes out 
on top." 
1995 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
9-2 
9-8 
9-9 
9-14 
9-16 
9-22 
9-23 
9-28 
9-30 
I 0-6 
10-7 
10-13 
10-14 
10-19 
10-21 
10-27 
10-28 
11-2 
11-4 
11-9 
11-11 
11-20-25 
Evergreen State Invitational: 
vs. Western Washington W 
vs. Central Washington W 
vs. Central Washington L 
Central Washington W 
Western Baptist W 
Concordia 
Evergreen State 
Whitman 
Whitworth 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Willamette 
Linfield 
Whitworth 
Whitman 
Pacific 
Pacific Lutheran 
Linfield 
Willamette 
NCIC Semifinals 
NCIC Championship 
Regional Semifinals 
Regional Championship 
NAIA National Tournament 
-30-
2-1 
2-1 
0-1 
1-0 
3-2 
GFC 1995 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Justin Rivard 
lan Reschke 
Phil Nelson 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Nick Harmon 
Steve Sterhan 
Tommy Kolodge 
Ryan Gwaltney 
Erik Sorensen 
Greg Shaffer 
Aaron Jaramillo 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Jeff Gillespie 
Chris Wood 
TOTAL 
WIN 
4 
0 
GAMES 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
5 
GAMES 
5 
0 
1 
5 
LOSS 
1 
0 
GOALS 
1 
0 
5 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
8 
TIE 
0 
0 
GPG 
0.200 
0 .000 
1.000 
0.200 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.200 
0.000 
1.600 
GA GAPG 
3 0.643 
0 
2 6.000 
5 1.000 
ASSISTS 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
4 
SAVES 
23 
0 
5 
28 
PCT. 
0.800 
#DIV/01 
APG 
0.000 
0 .000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 .200 
0.000 
0.200 
0.000 
0.000 
0.200 
0 .000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.200 
0.000 
0.000 
0.800 
SVPG 
4 .600 
5 .000 
5.600 
GF 
8 
0 
POINTS 
2 
0 
1 0 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
20 
9/9/95 
GA 
5 
0 
PPG 
0 .400 
0.000 
2 .000 
0 .400 
0.200 
0.000 
0.200 
0.000 
0.000 
0.200 
0 .000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.200 
0.400 
0.000 
4.000 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
420 
0 
30 
450 
1 
0 
0 
1 
Sports Information Fax: 
503/537-3830 
President: 
Dr. Edward F. Stevens 
Nickname: 
Bruins 
Athletic Affiliation: 
NAIA/NCAA Division III, 
GEORGE FOX COLLEGE 
1995 MEN'S SOCCER 
Telephone: 
503/538-8383 
Athletic Department Fax: 
503/537-3864 
Enrollment: 
I ,7I5 
School Colors: 
Old Gold and Navy 
1994 Season Record: 
15-3 
Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges 
Head Coach: Alma Mater: 
Manfred Tschan State Teachers College, Switzerland '76 
Coach's Record: Assistant Coaches: 
I51-59-14/87-30-5 in six years at GFC Tim Tsohantaridis, Jeff Nelson 
Fie d: 
Morse Athletic Complex 
Players Returning: 12 
Starters Returning: 5 
Sports Information Director: 
Athletic Director: 
Craig Taylor, ext. 2911 
Players Lost: 1 0 
Starters Lost: 6 
Faculty Athletic Representative: 
Rob Felton, ext. 2 I27; home 503/538-7722 Dr. Becky Ankeny 
**** ************** *********************************** ** *********** 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: 
Name Yr. Pos. Hometown Stats 
Ian Reschke Sr. F Renton, Wash. 8 goals, 7 assists 
Phil Nelson Sr. F Idaho Falls, Idaho 8 goals, 9 assists 
Mike Nadeau Sr. F Portland, Ore. 6 goals, II assists 
Steve Sterhan Sr. D Milwaukie, Ore. I goal 
TOP NEWCOMERS : 
Name Yr. Pos. Hometown Previous School 
Tommy Kolodge Fr. D Beaverton, Ore. Aloha HS 
Curtis Selby Fr. GK Beaverton, Ore. Aloha HS 
Wade Fleming Fr. M Oregon City, Ore. Lakeridge HS 
Josh Turpen Fr. M Bellevue, Wash. Sammamish HS 
Chad Pohlman Fr. D Seattle, Wash. Shorecrest HS 
Joe Crown Fr. F Kent, Wash. Kent-Meridian HS 
Jeff Wells Fr. D Ridgefield, Wash. Evergreen HS 
Michael_. Moody Fr. F Bothell, Wash. lnglemoor HS 
N E W S 
George Fox College Men's Soccer Outlook 1995 
Seven seniors, including three All-Americans are gone from the 15-3 squad that finished No. 
9 in the final national NAIA poll, but a talented young George Fox College's men's soccer team will 
be shooting for a sixth-consecutive NAIA playoff berth. 
To achieve its goal, George Fox will need a top-three finish in its first year in the tough 
Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges. The 26th-ranked Bruins are one of four Northwest 
Conference teams receiving votes in the NAJA preseason poll. 
"It'll be tough to keep the playoff streak alive," says seventh-year coach Manfred Tschan. 
"We're a young team in a strong conference." 
Success in the face of long odds would not be uncharacteristic of recent GFC teams. The last 
time the Bruins graduated half its starters they advanced to the 1993 national tournament. 
Five starters return and a crop of 19 freshmen are on the roster. The makeup of the 1995 
team is different, but George Fox likely will stick with its aggressive, attacking style of play that 
averaged 3.5 goals a game last year, 11th-best in the NAJA. 
"I think most of the time we'll use three forwards," says Tschan. "We're not as athletic as 
last year, but probably we're more skillful." 
Tschan has some options up front. Returning are two Cascade Conference first team 
forward s. Ian Reschke (Sr., Lindbergh HS, Renton, Wash.) gives George Fox slick moves and 1993 
pro baseball draft pick Mike Nadeau (Sr., Reynolds HS, Portland, Ore.) possesses blazing speed 
and is fourth on the GFC career assist list with 26. Reschke scored eight goals last season as did Phil 
Nelson (Sr., Idaho Falls HS, Idaho), who ranks sixth in GFC career assists. 
In the 1994 season opener against Evergreen State, the Bruins got a taste of Nick Harmon's 
(So., Battle Ground, Wash.) capabilities. The freshman scored once and assisted twice in his debut, 
but was lost for a month when he broke his collar bone in the next scrimmage. 
-more-
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Tschan expects to move one of those four back into the midfield where he has two small but 
skillful additions. 
Oregon 4A third team all-state midfielder Wade Fleming (Fr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, 
Ore.) and first team all-Kingco center midfielder Josh Turpen (Fr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, 
Wash.) give GFC what may be its most talented midfield ever. Neither weighs more than 150 
pounds. 
"They may need some bodyguards with experience," says Tschan. He can call on returning 
starters Greg Shaffer (Jr., North Medford HS, Medford, Ore.) or Ryan Gwaltney (So., Roseburg 
HS, Ore.). 
The offense doesn't worry Tschan as much as the backfield. "We're still going to be tough 
to stop," predicts Tschan. "We' ve added a lot of players with good touch. hut the preseason hnsn't 
shown me we' re ready to repeat out defensive achievements of the last couple of years." 
The lone returner off the GFC defense that gave up .88 goals a game and ranked third 
nationally is Steve Sterhan (Sr., Milwaukie HS, Ore.). He's joined by Oregon 4A third-team all-
state sweeper Tommy Kolodge (Fr., Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.), first team all-Wesco League 
defender Chad Pohlman (Fr., Shorecrest HS, Seattle, Wash.) , and Jeff Wells (Fr., Evergreen HS, 
Ridgefield, Wash.). 
The Bruins have four goalkeeper candidates attempting to replace Jeff Nelson, who the 
Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America named NAIA National Goalkeeper of the Year. 
Oregon 4A first team all-state selection Curtis Selby (Fr., Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.) has 
the top credentials. If the Bruins need size, they can go to Tim Fimbres (Fr., Klamath Union HS, 
Ore.), who at 6-4 would be the tallest keeper in GFC history . Chris Wood (Fr., Bothell HS, Wash.) 
is another big keeper at 6-1, and Jeff Gillespie (Jr., Sam Barlow HS, Boring, Ore.) is coming off 
two seasons on the junior varsity squad. 
The early season schedule is weighted in the Bruins' favor with four of their six non-
conference games at home. The conference schedule will be rugged. Pacific Lutheran University is 
ranked 16th in the preseason poll; Whitworth College is a regional power; Pacific University is the 
defending conference champion; and in recent years, Willamette University has been a District 2 
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champion. Tschan says his team has depth, which will be needed during the double round-robin 
conference season. 
"It'll be easy to play 18 players without losing much," says Tschan. "There will be plenty 
of time for everyone to contribute." 
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George Fox College 
1995 Men's Soccer Roster 
No. Name Yr. Pos . Ht. Wt. Hometown/School 
2 Tommy Kolodge Fr. D 5-9 145 Beaverton, Ore./ Aloha HS 
3 Mike Nadeau Sr. F 5-9 175 Portland, Ore.,/Reynolds HS 
4 Chad Pohlman Fr. D 5-11 165 Seattle, Wash./Shorecrest HS 
5 Phil Nelson Sr. F 5-11 150 Idaho Falls, Idaho/Idaho Falls HS 
6 Jeff Wells Fr. D 5-7 145 Ridgefield, Wash./Evergreen HS 
7 Steve Sterhan Sr. D 5-11 160 Milwaukie, Ore./Milwaukie HS 
8 Wade Fleming Fr. M 5-8 120 Oregon City, Ore./Lak:eridge HS 
9 Ryan Gwaltney So. M 5-7 135 Roseburg, Ore./Roseburg HS 
10 Nick Harmon So. F 5-8 140 Battle Ground, Wash./Battle Ground HS 
11 Travis Johnson So . F 5-7 150 Grants Pass, Ore./Hidden Valley HS 
12 Justin Rivard Jr. F 5-8 160 Las Vegas, Nev./Bonanza HS 
13 George Ward Fr. D 6-1 185 Carson City, Nev./Carson HS 
14 Ian Reschke Sr. D 5-11 155 Renton, Wash.!Lindbergh HS 
15 Josh Turpen Fr. M 5-6 145 Bellevue, W ash./Sammamish HS 
16 Joe Crown Fr. F 5-9 150 Kent, Wash./Kent-Meridian HS 
17 Erik Sorensen So. M 5-9 160 Bothell, W ash./Bothell HS 
18 Sean Gates Fr. M 5-5 135 West Linn, Ore./W est Linn HS 
19 Cory Wilson Jr. D 5-9 160 Wilsonville, Ore./West Linn HS 
20 Greg Shaffer Jr. F 6-0 165 Medford, Ore./North Medford HS 
21 Michael Moody Fr. F 5-9 150 Bothell, Wash./Inglemoor HS 
22 Brian Miller Fr. F 6-1 165 Colville, Wash./Colville HS 
23 Aaron Jaramillo Jr. D 5-9 175 Aloha, Ore./ Aloha HS 
GK Chris Wood Fr. GK 6-1 190 Bothell, W ash./Bothell HS 
GK Curtis Selby Fr. GK 5-8 185 Beaverton, Ore./Aloha HS 
GK Jeff Gillespie Jr. GK 5-9 160 Boring, Ore./Sam Barlow HS 
GK Tim Fimbres Fr. GK 6-4 205 Klamath Falls, Ore./Klamath Union HS 
Head Coach: Manfred Tschan 
Assistant Coaches: Tim Tsohantaridis and Jeff Nelson 
September 
2 
8 
9 
14 
16 
22 
23 
28 
30 
October 
6 
7 
13 
14 
19 
21 
27 
28 
November 
2 
4 
9 
11 
20-25 
Sat. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Thu. 
Sat. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Thu. 
Sat. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Fri . 
Sat. 
Thu. 
Sat. 
Fri. 
Sat. 
Thu. 
Sat. 
Thu. 
Sat. 
Mon. 
George Fox College 
Men's Soccer Schedule 
1995 
Evergreen State Invitational 
Central Washington University 
Western Baptist College 
Concordia College 
Evergreen State College 
*Whitman College 
*Whitworth College 
*Pacific University 
*Pacific Lutheran University 
*Willamette University 
*Linfield College 
*Whitworth College 
*Whitman College 
*Pacific University 
*Pacific Lutheran University 
*Linfield College 
*Willamette University 
NCIC Semifinals 
NCIC Championship 
Regional Semifmals 
Regional Championship 
NAIA National Tournament 
TBA 
3:00 
1:00 
4:00 
.- 2:00 
4:00 
1:00 
4:00 
1:00 
3:00 
1:00 
4:00 
1:00 
4:00 
1:00 
3:00 
1:00 
2:00 
1:00 
TBA 
1:00 
TBA 
Olympia, Wash. 
Newberg, Ore. 
Newberg, Ore. 
Newberg, Ore. 
Newberg, Ore. 
Newberg, Ore. 
Newberg, Ore. 
Forest Grove, Ore. 
Tacoma, Wash. -
Salem, Ore. 
McMinnville. Ore. 
Spokane, Wash. 
Wall a Walla, Wash. 
Newberg, Ore. 
Newberg, Ore. 
Newberg, Ore. 
Newberg, Ore. 
2nd Place Team 
1st Place Team 
PNW AC Winner 
PNW AC Winner 
Mobile, Ala. 
* Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges (NCIC) Game 
Head Coach: Manfred Tschan 
Assistant Coach: Tim Tsohantaridis 
Athletic Director: Craig Taylor 
Athletic Phone: 503/538-8383, ext. 2910 Athletic Fax: 503/537-3864 
Sports Information Director: Rob Felton, ext. 2127 _ SID Fax: 503/537-3830 
June 21, 1995 
Contact: Manfred Tshcan 
future. 
Men's Soccer Coach 
503/ 538-8383 ext. 2919 
Soccer Recruits Strengthen Bruin Midfield and Defense 
George Fox men's soccer coach Manfred Tschan might have found his midfield of the 
Wade Fleming, an Oregon class 4A third team selection from Lakeridge High School, and 
Joshua Turpen, an all-KingCo League first team member from Sammamish High School in Bellevue, 
Wash., will join the George Fox College men's soccer team next season. 
"They are both tremendous center midfielders," says Tschan. "Those two guys fill an area 
where we've gotten quality play, but not at that level of soccer. We haven't had this much talent in 
those positions since Craig Walker (who set the GFC season assist record in 1988). Those guys could 
break some assist records if the guys up front keep scoring. It looks great for the future." 
Fleming, who played for Three Rivers League champion Lakeridge High School during the 
1993-94 season, was a club soccer member of FC Portland Academy this year. His U-18 team won 
the Oregon state cup and advanced to regional play. 
"Wade is a very, very skillful player," says Tschan. "He may have some of the best skills 
any player at George Fox has ever had. He reads the game really well. Obviously, he's not a huge 
guy, but it doesn't matter. He always seems to come up with the ball." 
Fleming is 5-9, 125 pounds. 
"Wade's got the vision and skill to get it where he wants it," says Tschan. "He' s got that 
extra dimension for opening up defenses ." 
A midfielder at Lakeridge, Fleming scored four goals and had eight assists in 1993, when he 
won all-state honors. In 1992, he totalled three goals and seven assists. 
His parents are Robert and June Fleming. Wade already has a George Fox connection. His 
uncle, Jim Fleming, works in the George Fox student life office. 
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At Sammamish, the 5-8, 145 pound Turpen had five goals and five assists as a senior. A 
three-year starter, he was named his team's outstanding senior. 
"The best way to describe his play is crafty," says Tschan. "He has the knack for popping 
up and being wide open all of a sudden. Things run through him." 
Turpen played club soccer for the U-19 Premier II Whidbey Islanders. 
Tschan also has two other freshman recruits to announce. Jeffery Wells, a 5-8, 150-pound 
sweeper from Evergreen High School in Vancouver, Wash., and Tim Fimbres, a 6-3 goalkeeper from 
Klamath Union High School in Klamath Falls, Ore., have both committed to the Bruins. 
Wells is a four-year varsity starter and was the defensive mainstay of a team that finished third 
in the Washington Class 3A tournament. He scored three goals and assisted twice as a senior. 
He was named team MVP and first team all-Greater St. Helens League. 
He played club soccer for Three Rivers U-17 and U-19 teams. 
"Like most defenders, he's scrappy," says Tschan. "We're certainly glad to have him. I've 
heard glowing reports from other Vancouver high school coaches about him. 
Fimbres played three seasons at Klamath Union. 
"He' s a 6-3 goalkeeper and we need a goalkeeper," says Tschan. "He' s got a good shot at 
being the guy." 
GFC's Jeff Nelson, who was named NAIA National Goalkeeper of the Year by the 
Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America, graduated this spring. 
On the verge of joining the Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges and NCAA 
Division III, Tschan has a bumper crop of just under 20 recruits this season. He loses seven seniors 
from his 1994 team that fin ished 15-3, No. 9 in the final NAIA national poll. 
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May 19, 1995 
Contact: Rob Felton 
E W S 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
GFC Men's Soccer Lands Scholar-Athlete Pair from Bothell, Wash. 
Two straight-A students from rival high schools in the same town have committed to play 
men's soccer at George Fox College. 
Michael Moody and Chris Wood of Bothell, Wash., will join the nationally-ranked Bruins next 
season. They currently are finishing their senior seasons. Unlike Oregon, Washington high school 
::.occcr i::. playc:J in lite: ::.pring. 
Both are No. 1 in their academic class and both play brass instruments in their high school 
jazz and wind ensembles. 
Moody, from Inglemoor High School, is a 5-10, 140 pound midfielder who as a junior 
scored two goals and assisted five times . So far this season, he has a goal and four assists. 
"Michael will fit in very well with our style of play because of his speed," says head coach 
Manfred Tschan. "He can fly. He'll be a flank player for us as an outside midfielder or a wing up 
front. Michael can play both sides equally well and he can defend and attack. He hits great crosses 
and takes corner kicks with either foot. We expect tons of goals and assists out of him." 
Moody has played club soccer for the Northshore Spectre with Wood and joined the Lake 
Washington Storm for the last two seasons. The Storm won the Washington State Comrnisioners Cup 
Championship earlier this year. 
Wood, a two-sport athlete from Bothell High School, joins a group of candidates to replace 
Jeff Nelson who graduated as the Intercollegiate Soccer Association of America NAIA National 
Goalkeeper of the Year. 
"Chris will be the biggest keeper we've ever had," says Tschan. "As a varsity basketball 
player, obviously he can catch the ball. We'll have a lot to work with. He's big, has good hands and 
he' s smart." 
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Wood played goalkeeper and defense as a junior. In front of the net, the 6-4, 190-pounder 
earned four shutouts. He assisted and scored once in the field. 
So far this season, Wood has played goalkeeper, defense and midfielder. He scored three 
goals and assisted once. 
Wood was honored on the aii-KingCo League second team as a sophomore and won league 
honorable mention as a junior. 
Wood also has lettered two years in basketball. 
George Fox graduated seven starting seniors off the 1994 team that finished 15-3, ranking 
No. 9 in the final NAIA national poll. 
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Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383, ext. 2127 
Rebuilding Begins For George Fox Men's Soccer 
The George Fox College men's soccer team took a solid rebuilding step by signing 4A first 
team all-state forward Michael Roth of Centennial High School in Portland. 
The Bruins lose seven starting seniors from a team that finished 15-3, ranking ninth in the 
final NAIA poll. 
Roth, a 5-11, 160 pound goal-scorer, took Centennial to the 4A state championship game, 
leading his team and the Mt. Hood Conference in scoring. 
George Fox head coach Manfred Tschan hopes he'll be able to fill the void left by the 
graduation of three-time NAIA All-American forward Greg Pfleger. Pfleger led all NAIA West Coast 
soccer players in scoring all four years at George Fox. 
"Coming out of high school, Michael may be ahead of where Pfleger was at the same time," 
says Tschan. "He's got great speed and excellent striker skills. He can post up, is very quick on the 
turn and finishes well with both feet." 
This year, Roth won team MVP honors. He scored 12 goals and four assists as a senior and 
17 goals and four assists as a junior. He was named his high school's top offensive player in 1991, 
1992 and 1993. 
Roth has played in the Olympic Development Program and his club team won the state 
championship in 1993 and 1994. 
Also joining the Bruin squad are Sean Gates of West Linn High School and Joe Crown of 
Kent-Meridian High School in Washington. 
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Gates, a 5-7, 135-pound midfielder, scored seven goals and assisted 13 times this past season. 
As a junior he collected six goals and I 0 assists. He played varsity for West Linn for four years and 
won second team all-Three Rivers League honors as a senior and league honorable mention as a 
junior. 
"Sean is extremely fast and is a good flank player," says Tschan. "If he can get isolated 
one-on-one, we will get a lot of quality crosses from him. He's one of those kids who I expect to do 
better in college than in high school. He'll really fit well into our style of play." 
Tschan expects Crown will play up front or in the center of the midfield. A 5-l 0, I 55-pound 
high school midfielder, Crown captained his high school team and also played for the Federal Way 
Bullets, an under-18 club soccer team that won the Washington state championship. 
"Joe is very skillful," says Tschan. "He's very solid technically and is a versatile player who 
has played several positions for his club team." 
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